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Section A - Executive Summary
A very basic definition of the term communication describes it as the imparting or exchanging of
information by speaking, writing, or using some other medium. However, when we refer to the
communication design process, it describes an approach in which media, content and the
messaging within are designed as a single integrated process targeted at target groups identified
for receiving the communication. Communication design may be done with an objective of
attracting, inspiring and motivating people to respond to messages, with a view to making a
favourable impact either to build a brand, increase sales or for humanitarian purposes.
Communication design for effective communication with young people is the focus of this
consultation report. Young people in India are receiving more attention in government policies
and programs pursued by various Ministries, development partners and civil society
organizations because this cohort represents India’s future in the socio-economic realms and its
experience will largely determine the extent to which the nation will be able to harness its
demographic dividend and achieve the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs).
Effective communication with the purpose of behaviour change is a challenge for any society
especially in a nation such as India that comprises population segments with wide gaps in
economic status and access to resources. It is however imperative for governments and civil
society organizations to understand these challenges and adapt communication interventions
for young people quickly and evolve them constantly as the challenges will continue to change
with constant changes in socio-economic factors, cultural transformations and rapid
advancements in ICT1.
While communicating with young people, it is important to recognize that young people are not
an end to an objective but a contributing group and part of the communication intervention;
social-change agents need to see this as youth for development and not as youth development.
The value attributed to- and the attention directed at young people (or anyone in society) should
not be quantified by factors such as how they can contribute to society, whether they are good or
bad or competent or incompetent. There is a need to leave stereotyped labels identifying worthy
individuals behind us and move ahead with initiatives without judgement and moralizing.
Self-awareness and meta-cognition are also very relevant for activists, teachers and socialchange agents engaged in communication with young people with intent of behaviour change, as
they enable a better understanding and empathy of the issues, concerns and context of the target
groups.
In the process of change and communication, social-change agents should not buy into or
propagate a culture of dishonesty. Irrespective of stated project objectives and organization
objectives, if they don’t ring true for a practitioner then they won’t convince the target group of
the authenticity or import of the message.
Young people are vulnerable in terms of their lack of power to make certain decisions as
compared to an adult, coping with moral and behavioural judgement from adults and exposure
to diverse messaging via numerous media prevalent in their respective ecosystems.
1Internet

and Communication Technology
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Understanding and acknowledging these vulnerabilities and customizing communication to
address them can make them more effective and set the right expectations. Engaging the
intermediaries – key influencers and decision makers in the lives of young people – can improve
reach to the primary target audience and increase the effectiveness of a communication. If
young people were to be reached within the communities where they are while addressing their
realities and structures, it would enable them to trust social-change agents and question their
own realities, imagine a different reality and perhaps empower them to become change agents
themselves to change status quo.
Behaviour change is a complex process and it would be incorrect to equate behaviour change
with increased access to information or support. Young people may think and feel differently but
their context may confine them to behave in a way that is different from their own beliefs. Thus,
there is a need to be more circumspect when defining desired behaviour change for an initiative.
There is also a need to evaluate and re-consider any gender stereotypes or power equations that
communication initiatives may inadvertently be reinforcing. For example, if initiatives on safe
sex and HIV prevention are reaching only male members within a group, they may be
reinforcing power equations in favour of males by empowering them with more knowledge and
information. Similarly, targeting initiatives for improving domestic skills at female members in
a group may reinforce gender stereotypes. It is thus important to consider messaging across the
board, consider the subtleties as well as the big picture. While sometimes it may be necessary to
engage with males and females separately, at other times it may be imperative to engage in a
mixed group. For instance, in an initiative to prevent sexual harassment of school-going girls,
when the girls explained to boys that their actions were causing parents to prevent girls from
attending school and restricting their mobility, the boys in the group were contrite as for them,
teasing the girls was just casual entertainment. They committed to stop harassment and also
influence their peers to do so.
It is also important to complete the circle of an initiative by linking communication initiatives
with services – responsible communication cannot create a demand but show no way of meeting
that demand. In order to strengthen initiatives and increase the reach of initiatives and services,
stronger partnerships with organizations in the corporate sector within the country, government
agencies, multinational organizations, media companies and other civil society organizations
need to be built and synergy needs to be generated to leverage strengths and skills from these
diverse groups. This is also required because no one entity can respond to young peoples’ needs
comprehensively – a convergence amongst concerned constituencies will thus create the
required synergy, build on collective strengths and enable holistic initiatives.
Measuring the effectiveness of a communication intervention may seem impractical or
unrequired, but it is imperative to have performance indicators and measure them for any
communication intervention in order to evolve it and sustain its impact. Steps can be taken to
measure incremental change, identify what to measure and how to measure it and set realistic
expectations to strengthen a communication intervention and allow for mid-course corrections.
Parameters such as quality of a program or the quality of the media package can be measured
objectively while parameters such as extent of behaviour change are hard or almost impossible
to measure. It is essential to be cognizant of these realities and use measurement criteria so that
evidence-based decisions can be taken to evolve the initiative and ensure that it has the intended
impact.
Deep linkages need to be established amongst policies and funding, advocacy, research, training
and capacity building, services and communities – the diversity that exists within India should
be leveraged to create innovative, impactful communication that blends traditional media with
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new media seamlessly, enriching communication interventions tremendously and encouraging
not only positive behaviour change but also the faith of young people in India’s cultural heritage
as well as its governance agencies and civil society organizations.
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Section B - Background to the Consultation
Overview
Today’s youth are more connected and tuned in to the world than any generation before. They
are growing up fast, in a world that is changing even faster. Fortunately for all of us, young
people see the challenges before them in fresh ways and are responding with enthusiasm and
imagination. Young people have the potential to transform the social and economic fortunes of
their communities, particularly in least developed countries. With the right investments, today’s
young people can reach their full potential as individuals, leaders and agents of progress.And the
world clearly needs their energy, their participation and their skills. But delivering this
transformation requires collective action on health, education, employment, sexual and
reproductive health and a commitment to real civic engagement.
Responding to the needs and concerns of young people, particularly girls, was identified in the
ICPD (International Conference on Population and Development, 1994) Programme
of Action as the key to sustainable economic development and growth. Conforming to the
principles of the ICPD agenda, the Government of India supported by a strong and united Civil
Society consortium within the country took proactive participation in implementing this agenda
within its policies and programmes for adolescents and youth.
The Government departments are keen to strengthen existing initiatives through other
innovative approaches and by establishing concrete linkages with Ministries pursuing
programmes for adolescents and youth.
The United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) is committed to support the implementation of
the ICPD agenda in all member countries. Given the more clearly understood advantages of
investing in young people, and particularly addressing their reproductive health needs, UNFPA
has positioned them at the center stage of its global Strategic Plan. In tandem with the global
mandate, the India Country Office will focus on young people, and above all the vulnerable subgroups, in its next country program (2013-17).
In order to firm up a strong program focused on the specific needs of young people, a series of
four consultations were envisaged, each with its unique focus on a youth priority or subpopulation.
The first consultation in this series was jointly organized by the Ministry of Health and
Family Welfare (MoHFW) and UNFPA on September 4th-5th in Delhi. As envisaged, the
deliberations provided an outline of the National Adolescent Health Strategy and
recommendations for reaching vulnerable young people in UNFPA’s next country programme
(2013-17).
The second consultation in this series was jointly organized by the Ministry of Human
Resource Development (MHRD) and UNFPA on October 4th-5th in Delhi. This resulted in
recommendations for handling health needs and concerns of young people enrolled in
educational institutions, using innovative and effective life-skills focused education and services.
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This is the third expert group consultation in this series, organised on October 29th - 30th in
partnership with Commutiny, The Youth Collective. This consultation will provide tools and
decision-making guidelines for designing target-group-specific communication interventions
using a suitable media mix (ranging from interpersonal to group and mass communication), to
engage and reach young people on issues related to their reproductive health.
As a sincere effort to engage young people at all stages of strategy design, a fourth
consultation, National Youth Consultation is being organised from November 1-3 in
partnership with the civil society organization, Pravah. The consultation will provide the much
needed space to young people to express their needs and concerns, identify gaps in existing
national policies, programmes and the provisions in the ICPD and offer recommendations to
diverse stakeholders to respond to their concerns in meaningful ways.
Communicating with Young People
The first two consultations thus set the stage for the third consultation on Effective
Communication Media for Young People. The need to understand communication interventions
in the context of young people is especially critical because both, technology advancements and
cognitive abilities of young people, are rapidly evolving and continuously changing thus
reducing the impact and effectiveness of any existing communication interventions. With highly
developed networks of peer groups and social circles spanning across the globe and breaking
language and cultural barriers, access to real-time information amongst young people is
changing their outlook towards every aspect of their lives. In such a dynamic environment,
initiatives for influencing positive behaviour change amongst young people cannot afford to
overlook the spaces they occupy or the influencers in these spaces.
As an example, consider the emerging influencer - the Internet. According to the latest I-Cube
Report on Internet in Rural India by the Internet and Mobile Association of India (IAMAI) and
IMRB, the penetration of active internet users in rural India has grown from 2.13% in 2010 to
3.7% in 2012. The report further states that as of June 2012, there were 3.6 million Mobile
Internet Users in India, a growth of 7.2 times from 0.5 million in 2010.

Figure 1 - Source: IMRB I -CUBE 2012, All India Estimates, June 2012, Census 2011, *TRAI
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According to the report, the number of claimed internet users in rural India is expected to reach
45 million by December 2012. Commenting on the report Dr. Subho Ray, President of IAMAI
stated, “This is just the tip of the iceberg, in the next two years, a combination of affordable
smart phones, optic fibre backbone and local language content is likely to change the beat all
projections of internet growth in rural areas.”
It is thus necessary to look at trends in communication spaces and influencers, challenges in
effective communication and also adverse effects of communication media and messaging.
Diversity in Target Groups
While considering young people as a single target group, there is a recognition of the fact that
young people are a heterogeneous group (for example, rural-urban, literate-non-literate etc.)
and although broad needs of education, skill building for livelihood, health services based in a
rights framework are universal, interventions can be most effective when they respond to the
realities of specific sub-groups. Clearly, opportunities and constraints are not uniformly
distributed for all sub-groups. There are marginalized groups of young people that require needs
and realities- specific initiatives in order to mainstream them. For the purpose of this
consultation we are seeking to locate the discussions around specific categories of young people;
we anticipate these discussions can further be generalized to young people in other sub-groups.
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Section C - Methodology Used for the Consultation
This consultation workshop was designed to bring together experts2 from diverse backgrounds
and experiences to form a think-tank. In a two-day consultation workshop, while presenters
shared existing initiatives and experiences and catalysed thought processes, the collective
energies of the think-tank focussed on evolving effective communication interventions fuelled by
these initiatives and experiences.

- First and Second
Consultations,

Internal
Brainstorming

- Needs of Young People,
- Existing Initiatives,
- Evolving ICT and ET
Environment

Group
Work and
Discussions

Expert
Presentations
and
Discussions

- Effective communication
interventions comprising a
suitable mix of media for
given target groups among
young people based on:
a. Customization,
b. Feasibility,
c. Replicability,
d. Sustainability.

Inputs

Two-day Consultation

Outcomes

Figure 2 - Consultation Methodology

Lenses for Evaluation of Communication Interventions
In order to evaluate the impact of existing or new communication intervention ideas, the expert
group was requested to use at least four key lenses – Customization, Feasibility,
Replicability and Sustainability.
The flexibility of a communication intervention offers in terms of customisation for diverse subgroups, improves the return on investment for that intervention while also ensuring that the
message is personalized and interactive for the target group. Ensuring that the communication
intervention is feasible involves looking at aspects such as access of communities to specific
media options, financial resources required and availability of skills and knowledge among
providers who interface with communities. Having an initiative that is replicable across
geographies or sub-groups increases the power of the communication and unifies the intent of
the messaging. If an initiative is modelled so that it is sustainable by using measures such as
self-generating funds or community onus, then not only is there a higher chance of success
beyond the pilot, but the initiative also can evolve and grow positively.
All of these factors are interrelated and influence each other; they need to be considered
together during evaluation.

2Appendix

I - Participant Profiles
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Section D - Questioning the Answers: Elements of a Good
Communication Design
Rajat Ray, Sr. Advocacy & Communication Officer, UNFPA
How well do we strategize our communication? Communication strategies may look good on
paper but as they are rolled out, may not have the required impact or meet the requirements of
the intended audience or the intended message. But what constitutes good communication
design? We need to question some of the answers or our assumptions when designing a
communication strategy. We also need to look at a communication intervention using the four
filters – how customized it is, whether it is feasible, whether it will sustain after the project and
funding are over and whether it can scale up and go beyond a pilot.
Described here is an intervention tested in an orthodox Muslim community with low literacy;
this can serve as a reference to extract some elements of a good communication design. The
brief was to design a communication strategy for women and young girls to increase access toand footfall into –counselling centers in Afghanistan on the issue of Family Based Violence.

Figure 3 - AFGA Communication Intervention Design
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Some of the answers that were questioned, which led to unexpected outcomes for the
communication intervention:
The communication brief is sacrosanct. Isn’t it?
 When you customize the communication for a specific target audience, even the
packaging matters. In this situation, the AFGA – the Afghanistan Family Guidance
Association, couldn't be referred to as the Family Planning Association as family
planning was considered a sensitive term.
 Because expressly stating the purpose of the agency as family planning services would
have a clear negative impact, this brief was questioned and relevant people were
convinced.
We essentially talk to the primary target audience. Don’t we?
 Given that family welfare services were not popular with the community, it was
important to go beyond the target audience to start a dialogue with the people who were
respected in the community to get their buy-in and establish the credibility of Family
Welfare centers.
 The Family Welfare centers, present in hospitals, also didn't receive a lot of footfall.
 The fundamental assumption that Family Welfare centers are needed was questioned;
instead people were asked whom they would listen to and respect most. The response
was - senior religious leaders.
 For 1 year, the people of AFGA worked with these senior religious leaders buying their
trust, and getting to know them better.
 Then AFGA invited the religious leaders to write a book on Islam and Family. Reference
books were brought in on family planning, contraception and gender. So AFGA set up a
library as the first step in the intervention.
 It is important to understand where the opportunities lie. They was a difference in
opinion on the issues between AFGA and the leaders, but AFGA patiently listened to
them, read the Quran and Hadith to understand their point of view and language.
Advocacy is individual to individual.
 We know the target audience and how to reach them but sometimes we take the
intermediaries for granted. They can be as important as the target leaders.
 The senior leaders asked the junior leaders to discuss portions of the Quran with the
community. This was done at the Khudba during the Friday prayers.
IEC3/BCC4is all about materials. Isn’t it?
 The book written by religious leaders on Islam and Family was not a traditional IEC
material, but it worked.
 Ten aspects that were reflected in the Quran were talked about made into written
Khanawas-i-Khoshbukht – Allah ke Bande.

3Information,
4Behaviour

education, and communication
Change Communication
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Flip charts are campaign essentials. Aren’t they?
 There are no standard materials that can ensure effectiveness of a campaign; any
medium/media that is familiar to the target audience and enables them to receive the
message can be leveraged.
 Khudba meetings were not on flip charts, but they worked.
 Young people didn't go to the Khudbas. Radios and cell phones were a huge hit and
Khanawada-i-Khoshbukht was made into a radio drama locally with local talent. It
started with a song and this then turned into a caller tune.
 Sometimes you are quick to judge whether an intervention is working. They went back
into the community to question the people – it happens in books but does it happen in
reality.
Media planning is just a good media mix. Isn’t it?
 Young people didn't go to the Khudbas. Radios and cell phones were a huge hit and
Khanawada-i-Khoshbukht was made into a radio drama locally with local talent. It
started with a song and this then turned into a caller tune.
 A good media mix has the scope to use new ways, new ideas and blend existing media
effectively. Media planning is about having a good, effective media mix. We have never
seen national campaigns investing in media or BCC planning while corporates do so
extensively.
Mid-course corrections indicate a weak strategy. Doesn’t it?
 AFGA went back into the community and verified families that adopted all of the ten
commandments, and these were the families that were invited by the senior religious
leaders who gave them the book with names of the family members.
 These families were given a bag of wheat – it is important to contextualize.
 They made strong peer influencers through this intervention.
Deep-rooted mind sets take ages to change. Don’t they?
 Deep rooted mind-sets have to be understood first before designing an intervention. It
then becomes easier to change a point of view if you speak the language of your audience.


Encouraging community participation and promoting role models within the community
builds ownership and helps dispel deep-rooted mind-sets. The local community
members were asked to meet men and women separately to discuss the aspects of family
welfare and related issues.

The project was completed 6 years before, but still exists as of November 2012. Families
influenced each other and members within them.
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Section E - Challenges in Communication: Historical Context and
Learning
Prof. Rajaram Sharma, Joint Director, Central Institute of Education Technology (CIET),
NCERT
The government of India has a tough, challenging task at hand with the mandate for developing
an ICT curriculum that reaches out to every teacher and every student in India. Examining the
thinking and strategizing process for such a huge task will help in deriving the challenges in
communication design for young people that have been encountered and are likely to be
encountered in implementing similar strategies.

Historical Context of Technology in Education in India







The starting point was the SITE (Satellite Instructional Television Experiment)
experiment, started in the 70’s, the foundation for television as a potential medium for
education in India.
This was the first time education reached the consumer directly and created the
possibility of interaction, asking questions and clustering around the TV set to engage
with content.
It led to the setting up of the Central Institute of Education Technology and six state
institutes, all of which started out as radio or television productions centers.
There are regular programing slots, the content is also converted into DVD’s and it can
be sent to the doorstep of the consumer on demand for a nominal fee.

The Learning







There has been a scaling up and a national reach but viewership is dismally low.
Programs are repeated and perhaps not very relevant or meaningful.
The challenge is to set up systems for re-thinking and re-inventing this medium as
worthwhile for children, teachers and parents.
The problem was that of ‘un-thinking’ – decision-makers did not invest in understand
the power of the media or its capabilities - leading to complete non- use of this medium
in a meaningful manner.
Potentially unlimited channel time with four hours of programing time that can be scaled
up if required.
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Section F - Illustrative Examples and Analysis of Communication
Media
In order to understand the issue of media mix in communication, twelve organizations working
with communication for behaviour change using different media came together to discuss their
initiatives and learning on a single platform. Displayed below is a list of the organizations and
their initiatives.
Organization
1.

Bangla Natak

Media

Description of Initiative

Traditional

Use of street/participatory theatre for development
communication.

www.videovolunteers.or
g/

Mix of
Traditional and
ICT

India Unheard: Creating a grassroots news service to empower
marginalized communities.

3. Media Matters

Traditional

Exploring and experimenting with participatory media and
communication with a focus on capacity building

www.banglanatak.com/

2. Video Volunteers

http://mmmediamatters.blogspot.i
n/

4. One World South
Asia
http://southasia.onewor
ld.net/

5. TARSHI




Traditional
ICT

Use of Community Radio, Mobile Phones (sms) and Helplines
for community content co-creation, sustaining social initiatives
and community mobilization

Traditional

Effectiveness and challenges of a helpline on reproductive and
sexual health issues.

Mix of
Traditional and
ICT

Combining ICT and social organization to improve the costeffectiveness and broaden the community participation.

www.filmkaar.com/

Mix of
Traditional and
ICT

Use of Short films for a cause and use of short fiction as a
communication tool.

8. Love Matters

ICT

Use of the Internet and Social Media to share first person
stories on sexual health issues and spread awareness.

Traditional

Use of grassroots comics for spreading social messages and
campaigning.

breakthrough.tv/

Mix of
Traditional and
ICT

Use of media, arts, pop culture and technology to reach mass
audiences.

11. Katkatha

Traditional

Puppet Theatre: Medium for multi-media collaborations and
campaigns for socio-political change.

ICT

Use of mobiles to create practical and sustainable mobile
solutions & services to enable social development by
connecting them with people and mobile games for healthcare
awareness.

www.tarshi.net/

6. Digital Green
www.digitalgreen.org/

7.

Filmkaar

www.lovematters.in

9. World Comics
India
www.worldcomicsindia.
com/

10. Breakthrough

www.katkatha.org/

12. ZMQ
http://www.zmqsoft.co
m/
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Each organization discussed relevant aspects about their initiatives for a better understanding
with respect to the following aspects:


What is the initiative? (What messaging, how is it engaging the audience, what media etc.)



Which audience needs were addressed with the initiative? (physiological, safety, affiliation,
esteem , self-actualization, other)
Why did the initiative work?
Where and why did it not work?





How is the initiative replicable for various audience segments in different parts of the
country?

The understanding and knowledge derived from the presentations is encapsulated further in
this section.

Bangla Natak, Sayantani Raychaudhuri
Background and Work





Target group: Capacity building and development of children and empowerment of
women and youth.
Issues: Protection, trafficking and health issues.
Expanse: Working in 24 states, 12 year old organization with a team of 75 people.
Headquarters in Kolkata.
Tool of communication: Theatre primarily in the participatory and interactive form.

Figure 4 - Bangla Natak Participatory Theatre





Performances by local theatre groups raise the issue in the public domain.
Once the audience connects with the issue, build life skills for them through theatre.
Theatre is interactive and participatory using questions, posting a show quiz, using
structured questionnaires, having one-on-one discussions – compelling the audience to
think.
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Theatre performed by local groups helps in localizing the context.
The script evolves on the basis of local needs.
Information can be communicated to people across different literacy levels.
Remote areas can be reached.
Local performing groups can use the dialects that the audience is comfortable with.
Messages are retained in the group with a follow-up and conducted by the local groups.

Learning



Using people from the local community as partners builds sustainability and further
creates local role models.
Creating common spaces (such as a youth festival) where different kinds of audience
from the same target group ( adolescents from govt., public, private schools) can come
together to create a larger network is important. This creates spaces for feedback and
working on strategy.
Measurability is important for any communication strategy:



◦ Numbers reached in target group.
◦ Extent of the stakeholder participation.
◦ Impact – action taken.
Need to collaborate and network with partners especially for vernacular resources.




Challenges





Audience is not homogenous, for instance even for adolescents; the issues would be
different as per the location and context of the group.
Target group not identifying with what is communicated till they recognize it as a need.
Customizing constantly is a struggle.
No common pool of vernacular resources.

Video Volunteers, Tania Devaiah
Background and Work








Video Volunteers is a media and human rights organization and works towards
empowering community voices – believing that the right to a voice is the most important
human right; the key to finding solutions is listening.
Media is the tool to focus on the voice of communities to be included in mainstream
discourse.
Mainstream media does not acknowledge the issues of the rural poor treating them as
consumers of information instead of producers and participants.
There is a lack of flow of information where marginalized communities aren't aware of
their rights and needs.
There are no existing channels to also access this information and policy makers.
There is no common platform to discuss issues and are force-fed this information by
mainstream media – which are not necessarily true for their communities.
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Social restrictions based on who can say and what can they see – caste, class, gender,
age, etc.
Video Volunteers provides a platform to voice these issues across discriminated groups
by beginning with screening this in an alternate media space (YouTube etc.) and then
slowly bleeding into mainstream media.
The idea behind it - when people
talk about their own stories it is a
more powerful medium than it
being communicated in second
person.
Their flagship program – India
Unheard – creating a network of
community
journalists
called
'community correspondents across
the country.
Currently have 110 community
correspondents in 82 districts
across the country.
Focus areas – conflict areas and
regions
that
need
to
be
represented more strongly –
where community voices needed
to be heard in mainstream media.
Correspondents distribute the
stories through various channels
Screened back in the community,
where the issues are also then
visible to the larger community.
Distributed through their website Figure 5 - India Unheard - Video Volunteers Flagship
Program
and YouTube channel.
Further linkages with other
networks – Tehelka, Yahoo, Citizen Journalist – CNN IBN, News X.

Learning





An understanding of grassroots reality through community made videos differs from
mainstream media.
There is then complete ownership of the community to take the issue into their own
hands to find solutions.
Using video as a medium to record the status of the issue and be able to connect with
higher level decision/policy makers gives them a chance to also find a solution in reality.
Communities carrying their own stories create a greater impact than watching it from a
distance – it also gives one a chance to see both sides to that same story.
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Empowering communities to speak for themselves will enable policies to lead to longterm, effective, sustainable change.

Challenges


Creating a process that protects community journalists from any backlash caused within
a community and yet encourages participation.

Media Matters, Prabir Bose
Background and Work








A group of young people came together to do a play on solid waste management without
any resources or training for a period of 6 months to get to know each other better,
connect with the issue and reach out to people in a space where they could enjoy and
experience the performance- 2 years later this group formed Media Matters.
Key issues worked on: rights, participation and gender
o Specifics: life skills, sex selection, gender based violence, male participation,
counselling skills for informed and voluntary decision making and family
planning.
Target group: youth
Tools: games, exercises, clay modelling, paper, chalk, soil and pulses
Organisation looked at as a resource organization: capacity building of duty bearers,
facilitators as well as design and development of communication resources.

Learning




1978 Alma Atta Declaration focused on the premise that people have the right and duty
to participate individually and collectively in planning and implementing their own
health care. Some of the times this decision of health care is made by someone else.
Issues of participation and communication
o Reversal of the traditional transmission model from those who know , giver(
NGO) to those who don’t know ,receiver( community).
o Changing the vertical flow of information to a horizontal sharing of information.
o Media can be used as a tool – building on media literacy, media education during
workshops to make the group stronger.
o Who owns, has access to and controls the process and resources for
communication is critical to any communication intervention. We end of using
people as objects and we own the information.
o Important to engage young people in creation of the communication for
themselves.

Challenges



To get people who would otherwise have conversation on a general basis very frequently
to talk about an issue and place an issue in their midst.
Learn to listen and listen to learn
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Creating spaces for young people and children to talk about the issues that concern
them, take on meaningful participation in decision making.
They are in the periphery, but how to get them to be heard in the centre and be
important decision makers.
To scale up our own beliefs and put aside preconceived notions that interfere with
authentic dialogue.

One World South Asia, Satish Nagaraji
Background and Work







OWSA – Enabling Community Mobilization and Information Access through New
Media.
An organization mainly focusing its work on social development.
Useful to facilitate eradication of'information poverty', and will accelerate flattening the
society ladder, as it is essential to break these barriers before moving forward to working
with other issues.
The options are vast, with the media and technology currently available and OWSA
works with Radio, IVRS, Web, GPS, Biometrics, and Mobile – SMS & GPRS.
From experience they have grown to understand that a single medium cannot work as
effectively as a combination of the various mediums for an intervention.

Communication Models




G2C: Government to Citizens – where 'Lifelines Education' is their chief program.
32C: Where citizens, social enterprises and the civil society comes together to make
interventions a reality.
C2C: Citizen to Citizen - Community radio and participatory content creation becomes a
responsibility of the people in the community.

Learning and Challenges




SMS Advisory on Maternal & Child Health
◦ Challenges
▪ Identifying the pregnant women in communities.
▪ Or if when identified, they often know at a later stage in pregnancy. The faster
they have the information – the better.
▪ Because of the latest DND intervention, SMSes are barred.
IVRS based technology
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Developed in 2005 for farmers in UP, where the farmer could call and register
queries related to their farming practices.
Farmers could call and record/register their query and were given an ID.
Twenty Four hours later when the farmer called back and typed in his given ID –
he would receive information/solution to his query.
◦ Learning
▪ After seeing the success of this in Uttar Pradesh they developed a similar
model for teachers in Rajasthan.
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Teachers can call and ask about classroom related queries, pedagogy,
subject matter etc.
▪ They now want to implement a similar model addressing sexual and
reproductive health issues, nutrition – combining it with mid-day meals
etc.
Community Radio
◦ Have been running a series on AIR with different civil society organizations,
training them to produce programs in their domains and are then
broadcasted on AIR on specific slots.
◦ Intervention: Work with Jagori in an urban resettlement colony in Delhi –
Bawana where people in the community are trained to use radio as a tool and
then to understand their own issues, rights and entitlements – with a focus on
sanitation and water sanitation.
◦ Through the awareness created the people in the system began to take
accountability for the lack of their implementation of resources.
Chanderi Ki Awaaz
◦ A community run initiative that began in Madhya Pradesh with no
connections with any organizations. They registered as a co-operative society
3 years ago.
◦ The members of this society mainly were Muslims, which is managed by
youth-led team.
◦ A local studio was created by the volunteers and community members.
◦ The station is now solar powered having received infrastructure from BECIL's
CSR.
▪





TARSHI (Talking About Reproductive & Sexual Health Issues) Prabha Nagaraja











Background and Work
TARSHI's vision has been that the right to reproductive and sexual health and a selfaffirming and enjoyable sexuality.
All their work has hence been towards expanding sexual and reproductive choices in
people's lives.
They basically set up to provide information, counselling and referrals on sexual and
reproductive health. The three worked hand in hand as basic information was only the
first step. Counselling was provided so that people could make informed choices. And
referrals so that they could also be provided with a network where they could go and
avail the information and for further services.
It started off as a live counselling service but since June 2010 it became a pre-recorded
IVRS (Interactive Voice Response) helpline. Mon-Fri: 9.30 – 5.30. Languages: Hindi &
English.
Major issues of discussion: Growing Up changes, Menstruation, Masturbation,
Homosexuality, Puberty, Contraception, Conception, Abortion, Relationship Issues,
Violence Related, General Sex, HIV, AIDS.
Callers from diverse socio-economic backgrounds.
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Learning






Started off as an only for women service – but wasn't working as most callers were men.
◦ Strategy hence changed from Only for women to Especially for women
Most effective outreach strategy – FM Radio (Since 1996, FM was returning and
everyone was tuned in. Is also free and affordable)
Newspapers, Magazines and Cable TV gave them limited access
◦ They thought they would great publicity through this medium and chose specific
slots where they thought women would have the time away from their chores.
◦ But it was also a time that men tuned in from their shops and watched it in the
background.
◦ Chose women oriented magazines – Grahalakshmi and Grahashobha – but still
reached out to more men than women.
◦ Had to do with attitudinal barriers because of the issue that was being addressed.
Internet also worked because of a wide constant outreach and they received calls from
small towns as well – having accessed the helpline number through the internet.

Challenges





Sustainability – Steady running costs, even though fairly minimum in comparison to
other services.
Sustainability – Up-scaling as the quality is often affected when a project is up-scaled.
Retention of high quality staff.
Burn out due to listening to such challenges day in and day out.

Other Possibilities







Mobile based SMS info tips. [Cost effective, larger audience]
Disadvantage: Reach may be limited as a mobile phone may not be available to a large
section of the target group.
 Having information in written could be held against the NGO as the issue is
sensitive.
Advantage: Skype calls for live counselling.
 Web based chatting service
 Email based chatting service
 Standardized information available to all.
 Cost effective
A combination of an IVRS System for basic information & live counselling for better
results of outreach.
Specialized counselling times on the internet or over the helpline with the IVRS running
all day, all week for basic information dissemination.
Also saves operating costs as well.
Possibilities of a call center model. But challenge as they target numbers / quantity to
generate revenue as opposed to counselling where conversations last much longer.
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Digital Green, Vinay Kumar
Background and Work

















Digital Green – A non-profit organization which uses social organization and technology
to improve efficiency of agricultural systems globally.
Their work has primarily been in the area of agriculture and livelihoods. And are now
also moving into the areas of maternal health.
They have evolved an ICT enabled communication model for behaviour change in rural
communities.
They looked to work with rural and marginalized farmerswho earned less than 2$ a day
and understand what their primary source of information is.
By steadying the behaviour they understood that the government system did not reach
out to the poor.
The key influencers to the farmers were other progressive farmers.
And from these experiences, experimented with digital video to reach out to farmers and
used cutting edge technology to create and shoot films that could benefit the farmers.
The medium was impactful to non-literate farmers.
After thorough experimentation of over 200 days and then came up with a project called
the Digital Green Model.
This method creates videos with communities to share videos about rural agricultural
practices that could be adopted by other farmers.
These videos are created across geographies, and uploaded onto the library located at the
digital green website and can be shared in local communities anywhere.
Video screenings are organized weekly and are facilitated by members of the community.
Seeing is believing –through these videos, they watch, question and receive immediate
responses to their queries.
The digital green website also analyses the impact on their farmers.
A history of usage is also created on their website for them to understand the wide range
of videos viewed and the number of adopted methods.
FarmerBook helps connect them to other farmers worldwide.

Learning









This model works better than the 'training and visit model' and has a higher rate of
adoption.
In comparison, 7 times greater adoption to the digital green method than the existing
one. (as above)
Why it worked: Human mediation along with the screenings of the methods and
practices on a weekly basis with groups of about 15-20 people.
Instead of trying to make it a parallel system, they strive to dovetail it with the existing
government method of doing it.
It creates a 'peculiar' dynamic within groups where there is dialogue and learning and is
not just pure knowledge receiving but also reflection and a desire to be on the team.
Videos of the farmer, for the farmer, and by the farmer – A trust that is built in the
community of farmers and villagers.
Is 10 times more cost effective than the training and visit method.
Digital Green uses a method called 'COCO' – Connect Online, Connect Offline for low
resource settings where connectivity is low. (You feed in the data even when offline and it
syncs when the system goes online)
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The key statistics can be disintegrated to the village and block level on the website –
Number of videos shown, adoption rate etc.
Even the production statistics can be monitored on a daily basis – the popular practices
adopted.
They have about 2,500 videos on YouTube, where qualitative feedback is also taken by
the viewer.
Communication and behaviour change can be captured through social networks.

Filmkaar, Nitin Das
Background and Work










Nitin Das chose to make the presentation an interactive space with the participants of
the consultation to help the audience understand how the mind remembers information
and what it chooses to remember.
He makes short films and uses only music in the background with no speech in his films.
The medium is impactful as it keeps the viewer engaged and also is barrier-free in terms
of language.
Simple films with interesting stories translate the message he wants to address. - He
shows the audience a film made by him on Climate Change through the eyes of a 7 year
old girl.
Example: He shot a simple film on a handy camera with no language in Bombay and
uploaded it on YouTube. It has a million hits - the power of the new media is immense.
He takes the audience through an exercise asking them to think of an incident that
changed their values or changed them as a person.
This helps the audience connect with the presenter and understand what he/she is
talking about.

Learning




Using simple mediums and mechanisms to talk about your issue can be a scalable way to
use it as a communication medium.
Story telling is an engaging and interactive medium to translate issues with adolescents
and young people.
Stories and fables are also a power medium where everyone connects with what is being
talked about and they take away a deeper understanding of the issue.

Love Matters, Vithika Yadav
Background and Work



Love Matters is an initiative of Radio Netherlands Worldwide (RNW). It is a website
about 'love, sex, relationships and everything in between'.
Love Matters is a series of responsive mobile websites targeting 18-30 year olds that
provides easy-to-access information and news on sexuality and sexual health for
teenagers and young adults around the world.
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Love Matters also believes that “The sexual and reproductive decisions made by today's
youth will have great impact on their personal lives and on society”.
Love Matters adapted the Dutch approach of talking about safe and satisfying sex in an
open and non-judgmental way. They work very closely with local partners such as Tarshi
and the Family Planning Association of India to ensure the content is culturally
translated to meet audience needs and sensibilities.

Figure 6 - LoveMatters.in website







Love Matters is a content platform and has an active website and Facebook page which is
an interactive medium constantly engaging with users and creating awareness about love
and sex.
They have geography specific websites and Facebook pages to reach out to target
audiences.
The content is all user generated as the articles are written by users and freelancers from
various locations and through the experiences or questions sent by users.
The articles on the website are divided into categories and use interesting ways to grab
the user's attention – create characters that conversationally give you information about
the content.
◦ Auntyji: A lady in the neighbourhood who has all the information and 'gyaan', and
talks about various sex and relationship related issues.
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◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

The boy next door: Who talks about male related problems and the psyche and the
social stigmas behind understanding them.
All the content is tailored to regional differences – not only through language but
also the mind-set of that community.
They collaborate with local partners on these issues to create visibility and also
increase understanding awareness of the issues.
The Love Matters website is also strongly publicized through Facebook and has a
large community of over 58,000 users.
Facebook also becomes an interactive medium for holding faster periodic discussions
on everything from condoms to contraceptive choices.

Learning









Currently there are no other organizations delivering comprehensive sex and
reproductive health related information online in Hindi and linking users to local service
providers.
Love Matters Hindi website is the first ever website in Hindi language to give complete,
honest and unbiased information on sexuality and sexual health issues.
Their approach is to talk about pleasure while keeping in mind the target culture and
tailoring content to regional differences.
The website is easily accessible and discreet and also offers a glimpse into other ways of
being.
They use Google Analytics to analyse the geography of their users. How often, what
content is viewed. And understand and analyse their audience and their preferences.
Love Matters also used mobile phones / sms as a medium to communicate information
about their targeted issue.
Love Matters is now in partnership with BSNL, (with a reach of 70 million subscribers all
over India) where this content is seen of high value and interest and a sex/love tip of the
day service has been introduced for BSNL subscribers. Being on mobile platforms such
as this works as a valuable tool to market products to mass audiences across the country.

Challenges


The content can also come across as offensive and was also barred for a few days.

World Comics India, Aparna Khanna
Background and Work





World Comics India is based on the belief that each one of us has a story tell – and each
one also wants to share it with others through a very simple medium using comics.
World Comics uses this medium to translate issues across geographies and boundaries
and has worked with communities in India and abroad.
Grassroots comics are a medium where stories are understood visually.
Stories of the common man and communities are shared through this medium which are
not covered by mainstream media.
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Stories are divided into four panels onto a single A4 sheet and can be blown up into
various sizes as posters.
It is a people's media as people's stories are shared through a local language with visuals
made by the local people and comics created by the people of the community – people
don't often identify with artist rendered comics.
Trainings are also conducted in Grassroots comics developing Comics Journalists to use
comics as a medium to talk about issues.
WCI monitors behaviour change as it is a tool for participatory communication.
Learning
Inherent drawing skills are not required by a person and are introduced to the
participant through a simple O and T exercise, which leads you to create a character and
eventually a comic.
Comics are resource and cost effective as all that goes into the making of comics are an
A-4 paper, marker pen, pencil, eraser, sharpener, and access to a photocopying machine.
All of these are available everywhere.
Easy to create, replicate and distribute while also encourage self-expression and selfpublication.
Trainers
can
run
workshops
independently.
It is a non-threatening medium to initiate
discussions on issues with adolescents and
youth.
Mediums can be adopted – convergence of
media (theatre, puppetry, videos etc.) to
further increase outreach
They are also adopted as stickers, booklets,
fliers, anthologies, posters to create an
awareness of the issue addressed through
comics.

Campaigns




Comics have never been seen as a medium
to run campaigns – and these campaigns
are unusual as they are never driven by
organizations or NGOs but instead are
taken up by local people in communities as
they scale their conversations about issues.
Four Campaigns organized using comics as
a medium to campaign:
◦ Ab Shasan Humro Hoi (Now
Governance is Ours): a campaign promoting local governance in Muzaffarpur, Bihar.
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◦
◦
◦

Chadi ke Lagal Hathkadi (Space the Road): A campaign against corporal punishment
in schools in Maharajaganj, UP.
Child Rights Campaign by Goenkar Changemakers, Goa.
Aapni Dikri Ro Haq – a campaign on girl child rights in Rajasthan.

The Scope











Promotes ICT skills
Promotes literacy skills
Advocacy and campaign media
Program Monitoring & Evaluation
Counselling& therapy
Writing stories of Change - MSC Technique
Creating Comics books as reading materials
Creating talking Comics for neo-literates
Grassroots Comics Workbook
Livelihood opportunity - Comics Journalists

Possible References





Comics For Edutainment: An Exploratory Study (2009)
Training in the Use and Development of Grassroots Comics: An Appraisal (2010)
‘Ab Shsasan Humro Hoi’- a campaign promoting local Governance in Muzaffarpur
(Bihar) (2011)
Issues and concerns of youth in North East India: Reflections throughGrassroots Comics
(2012)

Breakthrough, Sonali Khan
Introduction and Context setting







Started with a video to highlight the ability of a meaningful communication to cross over
boundaries and spaces to go ahead on its own steam.
Introduction of breakthrough as an initiative to change mind-sets and focus on the
individuals. Creating change actors at every level. Individual, community and
government. The bell bajao campaign has tried to address that in depth.
Need to talk to people who are not from this circle and don’t know the development
language. A different and varied audience, especially when it comes to young people who
may think very differently about development. Man ke Manjeere was an effort in that
direction.
Subsequently two campaigns on HIV with a focus on women. Running a campaign for
social change, with accountability for public funds is very different from advertising
campaigns.
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Learning on strategizing for a successful campaign from Bell Bajao


















Bell Bajao as the most comprehensive campaign run by Breakthrough.
o Mass media component in collaboration with the ministry of women and child
development.
o Mid-media; community engagement work.
o Leadership training and capacity building program.
Strategy included a lot of work with new media including the website which has grown
over the years.
A bottom up campaign that was rolled out with community partners. A key aspect was
partnerships that enabled the campaign to adapt to diverse contexts.
Critical to keep the same message across activities. While the methodology was
contextual and adaptable, the message was the same.
Partnerships with not just likely partners but anyone with whom you can create scale
and sustainability. Eg. Local groups, music bands, television channels, Google. Creating
avenues for those otherwise not engaged in such work to get up, take notice and become
active.
A lot of forethought into creating the message. Once you have put your message out, you
lose control of it and people interpret it in different ways. And one needs to think about
all that when planning a campaign.
Two big buzz words
o User generated
o Engagement
Strategy should address ways to increase the level of engagement and participation. The
aim should be to turn the tables and get consumers to actually produce media materials.
Strategy needs to be suited to the audience.
o Example of the video van – an interactive way to talk about the message against
violence specifically to men and boys. And knowing that the van might not be the
best way to engage with women.
o Community based activities including theatre and puppetry that travelled to
interior areas.
Social Media – quick, interactive and dynamic. Websites, Facebook, twitter
o Does not take a lot of planning, unlike a mass media campaign.
o There is a virtue in being quick and messy. It needs to be interactive.
Impact and evaluation is important and one needs to be aware of the kind of change that
the message is addressing.
o Using both qualitative and quantitative tools.
o Captured in reports and also videos etc.
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Katkatha, Anuroopa Roy
Background to Puppet Theatre




Puppet Theatre as a 3500-year-old tradition and one, which was meant for adults. Only
in the last 100 years we have come to think that it is used only for children and for
children’s theatre.
The Vidushak and the puppet give you a license to say and do blasphemous things
without creating offence. That is why we found puppets a good strategy to work with HIV
and kids.

Katkatha



Katkatha started as a group led by youth, most members are very young and a lot of the
projects are with very young people.
It is a way to get together to build puppets and talk through puppets to say things that
many people don’t want to hear.

Learning on strategy creation through experiences
Talking Heads: Puppetry as a medium that allows you to deal with taboo issues.




Example of working with DPS society to create performances to talk about HIV AIDS
without mentioning sex. Using a lot of contemporary lingo, Bollywood euphemisms to
get over the issue of not being able to talk directly.
Challenge was that this was a passive method and the audience was not able to engage in
depth. It was mostly about delivering a message in a nice manner.

Figure 7 - Katkatha Puppet Theatre
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Audience engagement: creating participatory processes for people to engage with ideas and
issues through the process of creation.




Example of another project with the DPS schools where 7 children from each of their
schools came together to work with people from the Delhi Network of Positive People to
share life stories and use those to create performances.
Discovered the power of personal stories and their ability to move and engage people.
Also the significance of creating a meaningful experience for the students who were not
just getting a message but experiencing diversity and getting over their own blocks.

Community empowerment: Putting the tools in the hands of the community.








The next step came with the HAP (HIV Awareness Project) experiment where it was not
just a single performance or a video of that, but a toolkit to talk about HIV including
videos, books, and a puppetry kit to enable people to make their own puppets to tell their
stories.
This enabled people to talk about HIV and a whole range of other issues like
relationships, stigma and love etc. though their own puppet performances.
They have adopted this as a strategy by going from place to place and engaging people in
the process of creating shows and making puppets, discussing life realities and issues
which creates an in depth process of social change focusing on the individuals and their
personal stories.
Examples of using puppets to generate interest by having giant puppets walk around
markets, or jump out of a truck and put up performances in markets.
Puppets as a medium that enables you to talk about a lot of contentious issues and also
on the other hand engage audiences in fun, interactive activities as the public wants to
engage.

Learning
The audiences do want to engage and are quick to do so if given an avenue, so that needs to
be built into the communication strategy.

ZMQ, Hilmi Qureshi
Background to ZMQ





ZMQ is a technology for development which has a profit ‘PULL’ and a non-profit ‘PUSH’
model.
It’s a social enterprise that develops mobile games that can be used for education,
communication and behaviour change.
The ‘pull’ model works with organizations to address their needs and the ‘push’ model
creates its own programs.
Took inspirations from various behaviour change theories like :Social Cognitive Theory,
AIDS Risk Reduction Model, Health Belief Model and Stages of Change Model
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ZMQ initiatives







Name of the initiative: Lifeline games
4 games on HIV AIDS awareness.
For instance, in the game, SAFETY CRICKET, the player gets information on HIV AIDS
on his every move. There is a message when he scores a run or is about to get out, etc.
Other initiatives include games on decision making and life choices, awareness about
issues related to pregnancy and family planning, tuberculosis, healthy and hygienic toilet
conditions and practices, knowledge about micro finance, etc.
For the initial 6 months the game was free for all the subscribers, but then they started
charging Rs. 1 per download.

Challenges



The only data that could be obtained was that how many people downloaded the game.
There was no information on how many people are actually playing the game or whether
it is affecting their behaviour or not.

Replication


It was replicated in Africa. There was a download of 2.3 million from 06-08.

Impact





Safety Cricket: Resulted in change in various risks behaviours based on learning from
observation and dealing with the consequences.
AIDS Messenger: Resulted in adopting safer sex practices
Life Choices: Increased negotiating and decision making skills, helped to take their own
decisions without any peer pressure.
Great Escape: Resulted in increase in safer sex practices and enhancing the decision
making capabilities.

Learning



Can only cater to a literate audience who has accessibility to mobile phones and basic
knowledge of operating it.
Hence, the reach becomes limited.

Points of Discussion Derived from Illustrative Examples
1. What are the issues and limitations with these type of media (traditional media such as
puppets, theatre) to work in a larger scale?
The medium is just a tool in the hands of a facilitator who can promote the effectiveness of the
medium. Geography can be a limitation as people decide for themselves what can work or not if they prefer local folk mediums or external technology.
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Work on building a buy-in from the community - when working on adolescent girls issues, work
with the parents, peers, families, and the community before targeting the girls, hence there is
ownership in the community.
Even when working with various media, the tools are local which helps contextualize the
medium.
Folk artists work by tradition. Content has to be woven around their art form and involving local
artisans and people. Since they are improvisers [there is no set script], an orientation can take
place about the issues being addressed, which helps them take it forward.
2. What is the role of the organizations that promotes community networks and journalists,
in protecting citizen journalists or activists from a possible backlash from negative
elements within the community particularly when their work questions some of the unfair
realities in their communities/ systems?
Citizen journalists are not individuals working in a vacuum; facilitating organizations set up a
network of community members to ensure that if a controversial issue is reported, there are
people to support and back up the citizen journalists. If there is a report on a very controversial
topic that is likely to harm a citizen journalist, then the report may also not be published to
protect the journalist.
Also it is import to nurture critical mass to ensure that issues are discussed openly, without fear
of repercussions. Timely help from government resources such as district authorities block
authorities, police officials or civil service officials should be sought in cases where some
backlash is anticipated. Networks can also be established with other influential, established
activists who can support an issue and positively stimulate communities to discuss rather than
take violent action.
Community journalists should not operate in a vacuum or in a completely confrontational
manner but should try and engage constructively when reporting an issue.
3. How do you measure impact of a communication intervention beyond information and
focus on behaviour change?
It is important to match media with the kind of campaign it needs to carry. If the potential of TV
is compared with puppet-theatre, on TV perhaps talking about the four modes of transmission
[in case of HIV] is most effective and possible but in puppet theatre, since it is more real and
tactile, things like stigma and touch become very present and clear. And one can assess
behaviour change by the end of the performance by the way the audience has engaged.
4. What is the potential and scope of the ICT in education initiatives by the government
considering the failure of the model so far and the lack of audiences?
There has been a failure to understand and effectively use the medium on the part of the
government, which is the reason for dwindling audience interest.
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However, there are still many young people who watch and connect with the content and that
gives hope for future. We know this through feedback and letters that continue to come in to the
producers.
What is the possibility of using community radio stations and IT kiosks for working on
development issues at the community level?
The message needs to be suited to the medium and a large national service cannot be effectively
fitted to the community radio model.
Also, the use of IT kiosks requires the community members to come to the vendor for
information. That might not be viable just for developmental messages and would need more
detailed thought and discussions.
5. What is the specific learning from the Bell Bajao campaign by Breakthrough?
There is a need to enhance the scale. Partnerships are the key to doing this at all levels from the
community to the government.
The message needs to be clear and precise. You cannot communicate everything to everyone so
the ambit and the intent of the message should be clear. The message should also be actionable
and have a clear action point and agenda for each person involved. It is important to take each
person in the ambit of the campaign into consideration.
The theory of change and vision must be clear. You need to know your objectives and they must
be clear and measurable. A campaign must have a beginning and an end and should work with
that vision towards the end goals.
6. In context of community created and managed video-based content, what factors impact
the behaviours that are adopted?
There are many factors that contribute to a practice being adopted – the quality of mediation,
the method of shooting of the film and who is featured in it. The more relevant a specific
practice, the more easily it is adopted. The challenges are on ensuring the quality of operations
is sustained with expansion of the initiative.
7. When using a helpline that allows anonymous calls, it seems that there is no way to assess
the impact on the caller. In such a situation, how does one sustain the motivation to
continue doing this work and running the helpline?
Even though the callers may be anonymous, it doesn't mean that they don’t have a relationship
with the person answering the phone. The helpline could work by a code ID – where name and
details aren’t taken for the ID. The ID is then used for callers who need to call back for further
information and guidance. Callers are asked to quote the ID when they call. This gives them a
chance to speak with the same counsellor every time; otherwise a brief history and background
can be documented for access to new counsellors. Getting immediate validation and feedback
could be the source of motivation to continue the work year after year.
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8. With respect to Community Radio and its sustainability, how long does it take to train the
community and what are the typical costs involved?
Apart from training and financials, the other major component is the licensing of these
community radios. The Ministry of Information and Broadcasting extends this process along
with other ministries as well. It takes about a year to get licenses. The waiting time after
applying for a license can be used to train people to build a community radio. Most stations
follow this process and begin the work also before receiving the license.
The basic cost is involved in buying a transistor and equipment for establishing this station,
which is nothing less than 5 lakhs.
9. Once a Community Radio has begun and is working, what is the economic/financial
dimension of sustaining it?
Most places manage to sustain their costs through their initial investment. It is met in the
community and sustained and depends mainly on how you choose to sustain/maintain the costs.
10. Does it not violate data privacy to be taking information from ASHA works on pregnant
women?
If women give their consent, then there is no violation. For example, OWSA works with the
ASHA workers and provides them with a form that is used to register the information provided
by the pregnant women. Through this form they also register whether they would like to receive
the information through SMSes. The volunteers on the field take their consent. There are also
are cases where the women respond by saying that they will ask at home and then get back. And
the women are aware that they will receive information through mobiles.
11. ICT has potential but one must understand the psyche of the user of this service. How does
one identify and design the type of help that is provided through SMS? [As the users can
become complacent to the information they receive and the providers also might – not
necessarily following up to the information they are providing.]
The SMS system is an advisory system and is not a replacement to one to one counselling - a
complementary system where doctors are not available. The service is free. It is mainly an
advisory system so they don't get into the details of abortion or other serious advocacy.
These SMSs are also continued for a period after child birth where they receive information
about immunization and the vaccinations that needed to be taken at the early stages of infancy.
12. How can you measure the effectiveness of a communication initiative?
Effectiveness of an online initiative such as a website, social media network, video sharing etc.
can be understood by using tools such as Google Analytics which display a wide range of data
and analytics. The data and analytics by themselves may not be meaningful but combined with
surveys or focus group discussions can provide meaningful insights related to the effectiveness.
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Figure 8 - Sample Google Analytics

For media such as grassroot comics, effectiveness can be seen immediately as this is a direct,
interactive medium. Students are encouraged to share their insights beyond the spaces of the
classroom. Effectiveness can also be assessed through the life skills course by taking a control
group with the students who haven't been exposed to such media and the behaviour change of
other groups can be compared.
All media is also process driven and is carried out over a period of time. And hence the
impact/change has to be measure over a period of time instead of it being a one-time thing.
Effectiveness is also measured by understanding what goes into designing that intervention. For
Love Matters to send tips through SMS, they first analysed and understood that many users
spent as much as 10 minutes on the website through their phones – which helped them see and
realize the need for an SMS/ mobile based communication intervention as larger groups have
mobiles and not necessarily with an internet service.
13. Convergence of Media – how do you bring different media together to reach out to a target
audience?
Convergence is an effective way and is a great tool for engaging young people and adolescents.
Beginning with a game, an interesting and engaging platform can be created to begin open
discussions. Young people then identify these stories, discuss and then create comics from these
stories, songs, role plays, theatre scripts and animation films. Replicability and convergence can
hence be seen through these media by offering these creative opportunities for adolescents and
young people.
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Section G - Communication Approaches for Youth – Group Work Recommendations
The expert presentations catalysed thought and ideas among the other participants in the consultation workshop. Described further
in this section is the group work flow and outcomes thereof.
Group Work: Objective
To recommend 3-5 ways in which different media can
be combined to make for a powerful communication
intervention for specific audience segments.
The recommendations will cover overall media
approaches based on literacy and access to technology
recommendations and provide inputs to other aspects
including (but not limited to):
1.What are the spaces these young people occupy and
their key influencers?
2.With reference to the above therefore what are the
different communication channels accessible to this
group?
3.How best can the diverse communication channels be
combined to make an effective communication
intervention for this audience?

Figure 9 - Group Work

4.What would be your key recommendations for the
government to enhance feasibility, replicability, and sustainability of communication interventions for this audience?
In response to these questions posed to the five groups, the group participants articulated their responses as described below.
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1. What are the spaces these young people occupy and their key influencers?
This exercise led to animated discussion in most groups and helped groups develop the context of the specific target audience.Some
key observations based on the group discussions:








A greater variety of spaces are available to urban educated young people compared to spaces available to rural young people.
Existence of exclusive youth spaces other than formal education centers and schools seemto be limited for rural andeven the
urban poor.
Health centers were only referred to by one group and NYKS Clubs as a special entity was not referred to (although youth clubs
were mentioned by two groups).
There was also a debate in one of the groups whether TV was a media too or an influencer. In classical communication parlance it
was agreed that TV cannot be considered as an influencer and for the purpose of this discussion it was critical to examining
influencers as people or communities and not media.
An interesting point of view expressed in one of the groups was that today, regardless of content, TV needed to be considered as a
stand-alone influencer too.
Some of the groups limited their discussion to spaces alone and one group felt that the idea of spaces and influencers is very case
to case and has to be localised to the specific context and hence did not want to elaborate it for a generic audience.

A summary of the group-wise responses is displayed in the following table.
Group 1
Rural, Literate
 Schools
 Anganwadi
 Village Health
and Sanitation
Committees
 Panchayat
 Fairs & Festivals /
Celebrations
 Haat
 Religious Spaces
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Group 2
Rural, Illiterate
 Family
 Community
 Village System
 Market Places /
Tea Stalls
 Work Spaces
 Sports &
Recreation Clubs
 Weekly Haat /
Melas
 Deserted Places
 Household
Chores Space

Group 3
Urban Poor, Illiterate
The group did not
respond exactly to the
given question but chose
to articulate the
following points:
Identify existing Spaces
where young people
spend their time, and
capitalize on these which
give us opportunities to
connect with young
people.

Group 4
Urban Poor, Literate
 School Going – Govt.
& Private Schools,
Educational
Institutions
 Out of School – Non
formal school
centers, Madarsas,
existing spaces –
family/homes, group
assembles – where
groups informally
come together,
 Creating New Spaces

Group 5
Urban, Educated
Education
 Textbooks &
curriculum
 Festivals, fétes,
functions
 Communal areas,
assemblies
 Popular students,
influential
teachers
Recreation
 Malls,
marketplaces
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Group 1
Rural, Literate

Group 2
Rural, Illiterate
 Mosques &
Religious Places
Key Influencers
 Peers & Friends
 Family
 Community &
governance
System
 Service Provider
– Shop Owners

Group 3
Urban Poor, Illiterate

Group 4
Urban Poor, Literate
- youth clubs, health
centers,

Group 5
Urban, Educated
 Cultural, religious
festivals
 Parks, gardens,
hobby centres
 Theatre, Cinema
 Magazines, books
etc.
Home & Community
 Family, caregivers
 Neighbourhood
 Friends, peers
 Church, other
community /
religious groups
Digital
 Social /
communication
media
 entertainment
websites
 mobile
technology
Key Influencers
 Education
 Peer influencers /
Peer pressure
 Older Students /
Seniors /
Teachers at
School
 Media /
Celebrities
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2. With reference to the above therefore what are the different communication channels accessible to this group?
There was a common thread in terms of media that ran across all groups. All groups identified many of the traditional
communication channels that were also showcasedthrough the consultation.The discussion around overlaps of an influencer being a
communication channel, as in the case of a counsellor. Some groups also discussed the overlap in the common understanding of what
is considered a channel or a space or a influencer. The group presentations indicate that people do use these termsinterchangeably
andtherefore implygreaterunpacking of thisin developing communication intervention with grassroots groups and communities.
A summary of the group-wise responses is displayed in the following table.
Group 1
Rural, Literate
 Theatre
 People's
movements
among tribal
groups
 rural media (e.g.
Khabar Lehariya)
 Videos
 Enabling young
people to demand
space for
themselves
 tried and tested
safe spaces like
youth groups
 residential camps
 Sports facilities
(only boys)
 TV & Radio
 Mobile phones
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Group 2
Rural, Illiterate
 Human Interface
 Audio Visual
 Theatre,
Puppetry, Music,
Storytelling,
Performing Arts

Group 3
Urban Poor, Illiterate
 Many NGOs and
organizations
have activities
that are
conducted in
many spaces
[Urban Rural
both] through
their CSR
activities for
example – using
these spaces also
to connect with
young people.
 Talking to young
people and
understand their
needs. Connect
with 'better
placed' young
people who have
the leadership
qualities to

Group 4
Urban Poor, Literate
School going:
Communication
Channels
 Books
 Comics
 IEC materials
 IPC
 Theatre
 ICT
Out of school:
Communication
Channels
 IPC
 Workshops
 Comics
 IEC materials
 One to one
counselling to
reach out to
families and
homes. (Since you
have to work with

Group 5
Urban, Educated
The question has been
answered in the previous
section where the space
and the influencers
simultaneously become
the communication
channels that are
accessible to the group.
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Group 1
Rural, Literate
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Group 2
Rural, Illiterate

Group 3
Urban Poor, Illiterate
understand the
needs and make
the change in
society.
 CBOs/NGOs play
a role in
connecting and
creating a
platform for
interacting with
young people.
Frontline workers
also work closely
with young
people.

Group 4
Urban Poor, Literate
adolescent girls
and adolescent
boys in different
ways – keeping
the theme and
sensitivity of the
issue at
community level)
Making use of existing
spaces while also
simultaneously creating
new spaces where these
issues could be talked
about in closed groups to
increase the comfort
level of the conversations
(which might not happen
in open spaces)

Group 5
Urban, Educated
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3. How best can the diverse communication channels be combined to make an
effective communication intervention for this audience? (Consider proposing at least 2
alternatives)
4. What would be your key recommendations for the government to enhance feasibility,
replicability and sustainability of communication interventions for young people?
While some of the groups explored question 3 fully, two groups focussed more on question 4
which included recommendations. A good exploration of application of some of the
communication channels discussed in the consultation in the day and half before ensued.
Groups worked to identify what they considered one or two best strategies to combine different
communication channels best suited for their target audience with the aim on developing an
impactful communication intervention on the specific topic of‘ Developing Comfort with
‘Physical and psychological changes during adolescence ( Body image)’ used as an example to
locate the group discussion.
A summary of the group-wise responses is displayed in the following tables.
Group 1
Rural, Literate
Tribal Adolescents
Girls

Boys

Accessible
Media

TV – Serials, Movies, Soaps, Radio, Shared
mobiles, Textbook

TV – News, Sports, Movies, Other
Radio, Mobile (Shared)

Spaces

School, Homes, Neighbourhood, Ashram
Schools, KGBVs, Water, Firewood collection,
AWC, Panchayat

School, Homes, Youth Clubs, Sports
/ Games Events, Residential
schools, Panchayat

Influencers Parents, Teachers, Other elders, Friends,
Parents, Teachers, Other elders,
Peers, Popular Media, Cultural Norms, Radio Friends, Peers, Popular Media,
Programs on Parenting Challenges & Tips
Cultural Norms, Radio Programs on
Parenting Challenges & Tips, Porn
Magazines and videos.
Strategy

MASS - Music (Song), Caller tunes, Cable TV, Advertisements, Banners, Soaps,
SMS, Radio Programs
MILD – Theatre at Fairs / Festivals, Kishore Utsav – through a dedicated fund of
VHSC village Health & Sanitation Committee,
AWC, Youth Clubs, Comics, Puppets, Theatre, Posters, Peer Educators App.
IPC – Informal groups, Traditional Info Sources, Games
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Group 2
Rural, Illiterate
Strategy
Objective: Create a platform that will solicit participation (community radio)











Mobilization of target groups (showcasing their talents – arts / folk traditional
 Melas - Puppetry / theatre
 PA – Public Address
 Mobile
 Addas/Hang out zones
Two levels of mobilization
 Self (adolescents – male, female)
 Influencers (Peer, neighbours, fathers, mothers, leaders, community leaders)
Participation at Two levels
 Community Radio
 Common gathering level
Draw groups to community radio and develop audience specific programs through
partnerships.
Build capacity of smaller groups to sustain, talk about issues – Open spaces: Media,
Theatre, Dance, Puppetry, Flash cards.
Ownership building
Buy-in of community leadership, women.

Recommendation to Government









Allocation towards community radio for this specific group
Integrate agenda with cultural heritage agenda – Talking about Sexual Health in
isolation might be a challenge in the community as it is still taboo. Integrating it with
other issues might be an easier approach to address the issue.
Creation of YRCs to talk about such issues – space for youth to engage and interact
further.
Feasible licensing process
reduce spectrum fee
Allocate budget for community radio
Formation of youth committees
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Group 3
Urban Poor, Illiterate
The group did not respond exactly to the given question but chose to articulate the following
points:






Having connected with them at various levels and stakeholders – then engaging with
state level and policy makers to make the interventions happen.
The input experts should be constantly working with the implementing bodies to ensure
that feedback is taken in and incorporated.
Communication interventions should be strongly grounded with research & development
for the program to work. Taking feedback from on ground implementers along with the
audience will help better the intervention.
Capitalizing on national and state stakeholders. Tying up and working in collaborating
throughout tapping expertise from various corporates and NGOs to create the
intervention. Even with Govt. Bodies – Collaborating with Other Ministries and instead
of just working with the Health Ministry.

Widening the Window: Understanding that the issue doesn't thrive in isolation but works in
lieu with surrounding group specific- or community specific- issues as well.
Make it interactive: Working two ways to understand what works best.
Provide spaces to arrive at a collective opinion: After creating the intervention also to be
open to back and forth feedback from various sources (implementers, young people, etc.) to
build on it and strengthen it further collectively instead of as a one-way intervention. In every
community there will be young people who will have an advantage over the rest who can as
peers influence others in the group.
Need innovative toolkits – Initiation and Mobilization toolkits: Have innovative and
interactive tool kits where they can pitch in to help understand what works - that can be
customized and carried across all sections and communities.
Group 4
Urban Poor, Literate
Recommendations





Nodal Agency Identify (Government: Keeping scalability and resources in mind)
Task Force created with civil society and other stakeholders. (mobilizing key
stakeholders on the issue including teachers, religious leaders etc.)
Building capacity – teachers, training institutions, anganwadi workers, and health
workers.
Identifying major communication channels and allocating adequate budget – identifying
local existing channels – Doordarshan, dedicated radio shows etc. To use them as a
medium to reach out.
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Facilitating the process of developing relevant content (for the Communication channels
and the relevant material that would be used for the intervention)
Establishing adequate structures/institutional mechanisms to roll out communications
intervention. (At every level – state, block etc.) Special communication specific
departments could be identified with budget allocated to further strengthen the
resources

Group 5
Urban, Educated
The communication interventions have been identified keeping in mind the spaces that the
adolescents occupy.
Education
Selective enabling of teachers, influential peers and counsellors






Media Based Training
 1-5 minute films
 Screened in schools
 Also accessible online
 Which are then linked to relevant available information online
Pocket Info
 Training to be accompanied by 'Pocket Info' – easily accessible information
 Bookmarks, pamphlets, booklets to be made with relevant information so that
circulation goes hand in hand.
Online / Mobile
 Creating a website with relevant information at one place.
 Linked to other sites with information
 Linked to helpline for people to accessible
 Continued discussion raised from films and information available through the
pocket info.

Review and test existing resource materials not optimally utilized






Participatory content creation among peers
 Share existing material – films, print material etc. To be screened in schools,
libraries, online etc.
Community Games and Activities
 Use existing resources – board games etc. To reach out and mobilize adolescents
to talk about the issue.
Overarching online activities and discussions
 Online and offline activities should happen simultaneously for greater
dissemination of information.
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Broad Recommendations
As is indicated above, group 2,3 and4 were able to dedicate deeper energy to this aspect of the
group discussion. Key points elaborated in their group presentation are being drawn out below
to inform this consultative process:













Create a Nodal Agency and identify a task force to strengthen the policy framework and
programming in this field with Civil society, Corporates, Other Ministries and
influencers like teachers, religious leaders etc. This includes a case for establishing
adequate structures/institutional mechanisms to roll out communications intervention.
(At every level – state, block etc.) Special communication specific departments to be
identified with budget allocated to further strengthen the resources.
Create a National Repository of Open Education Resources.
Invest in building capacity of facilitators: teachers, training institutions, anganwadi
workers, and health workers to effectively use communication.
Develop feedback loops and invest in research and development: Communication
interventions should be strongly grounded with research and on-going feedback from on
ground implementers along with the audience.
Enhance infrastructure particularly in the area of technology and have licence fee as well
as reduce spectrum fee for community radio for instance, and making Doordarshan
andothermass media channels accessible as platforms for these communication
interventions to reach scale.
Facilitate the process of developing relevant content.
Integrate agenda with other development agendas: for example the cultural heritage
agenda . (talking about Sexual Health in isolation might be a challenge in the community
as it is still taboo).
Invest in creation of more youth led spaces: while strengthening existing ones : Youth
Resource Centers, Youth Clubs, NYKS, sports and Health Centres where young people
can get a space to engage freely, communicate, learn about adolescent issues and develop
skills to use different media, develop their own messaging, make and lead their own
communication interventions and campaigns. This will need to go hand in hand with
creation for exchange among youth groups and developing youth platforms like the one
created by UNFPA in this consultation for young people to participate in policy and
program formulation.
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Section H - Looking Forward – A Guideline for Strategic and Tactical
Planning of Effective Communication Interventions for Young People
The term Communication is derived from Latin word, Communis which means to share or to
make common. Communication involves creating meaning together; it is a two-way process –
essentially dialogue - to reach mutual understanding.
The consultation was successful in bringing a number of stakeholders together with experts in
the field of using different media with young people to dialogue and try and reach a mutual
understanding on what works and what we can do better.
Through the two days almost all speakers emphatically referred to the key elements with respect
to communicating with young people and the key elements of a communication strategy. The
idea that participation and communication are rights issues was also emphasised time and
again. The lack of access to spaces for young people to communicate, experiment and engage in
creating their own media was also highlighted as an impediment to active participation and
success of communication interventions.
Young people in India are better connected compared to the older generations with select subgroups having better access to newer media and ICT (Internet and Communication
Technologies). While they are exposed to media messages that are very explicit, especially on
topics such as sexuality and body image, in an ironic contradiction within legitimate educational
spaces the same topics are referred to very covertly or completely ignored; for example, within
the Adolescent Education Program (AEP) even terms such as sexuality education are avoided.
There is thus a serious limitation on communication in legitimately educational spaces. This
contradiction creates a tension in the minds of young people and sends out mixed, inconsistent
messages. As reported in the previous section, the expert consultation also show cased
outstanding examples ofhow different media were being used across the country with young
peopleanda deeper understandingand recognition ofthe challenges in current communication
interventions, both institutional and outside of formal spaces.

Key elements of effective communication with Young People
The key elements of communication should essentially enable young people to express
themselves freely and take action as needed on priorities identified by them. Some of these
elements are:







Base communication on trust, respect and democratic values (their absence stark in
society and even educational institutions).
Move away from transmission models (knowledgeable to less knowledgeable).
Place fundamental values in young people for who they are rather than for whom we
wish them to be.
Create spaces for discussion/ questioning.
Avoid treating young people as instruments to achieve project objectives.
Avoid preaching/ talking down/ patronizing/ matronizing.
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Use humour well: it takes away sanctimony from the message and makes it easier for
young people to associate with the messaging.
Avoid information overload.
Keep it simple: SENIORS! (So far, Seniors have been setting the agenda)
Make communication initiativescognizant and responsive to social realities
(vulnerability) and diversity: caste, religion, violence.
Be context-specific but not reinforcing stereotypes.
Be gender sensitive.

Communication Planning Cycle and Principles of Effective Communications
Programming
All communication-led interventions need to emerge from a clear strategy. A simple
Communication Planning Cycle can help keep the strategy, content development and
monitoring on track.

Who are
we
talking
to?
Are we
getting
there?

How do
we get
there?

Where
are we in
their
minds?

Where do
we want
to be?

Figure 10 - Communication Planning Cycle

Who are we talking to?
Before rushing into designing materials, it is important to figure out the primary and secondary
target audiences, undertake a baseline study to gauge knowledge, attitudes and practices; and
then arrive at a consensus on how much can be practically achieved through communication-led
activities.
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Behaviour Change Communication

Advocacy

Primary Audience

Key Policymaker

Whose behaviour is the focus of strategic
communication objectives

Individual/s who will approve/disapprove
policy introduction/withdrawal/change

Secondary Audience

Partner

Those who directly relate to the Primary
Audience through frequent contact and can
support/inhibit behaviour change in the
Primary Audience

Individual/s or collective that serve as a
resource (financial, technical, human material)
for achieving overall programme objectives for
full length of programme

Tertiary Audience (Gatekeeper)

Ally

Those with power/position to support/inhibit
behaviour/social change which the Primary
Audience is a part of

Individual/s or collective that serve as a
resource (financial, technical, human material)
for achieving at least one programme objective

Fieldworker or Agent

Gatekeeper

A natural agent of change who can be brought
on board for community programming in
terms of training, planning and
implementation

Individual/s with power/position to influence
the policy or legal environment in order to
facilitate or inhibit policy
introduction/withdrawal/change

Key Principles of Communications Programming





Identify sub-group and individual characteristics that will influence the impact of the
communication intervention.
Identify influencers.
Content and timeliness critical.
Message, Media and Audience need to be well matched

Where are we in the minds?
Key Principles of Communications Programming






Reach young people and their communities where they are: understand their
perspective, gain trust, enable discussion/ spaces and empower to start questioning
some of their realities (status quo) and working towards changing them.
Creative use of existing resources and structures.
Young people are capable of assessing and analysing their own situation and finding
their own solutions.
Enable young people to identify their concerns/expose them to different realities.
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Place the issue in the minds and hearts of young people.
Facilitate information and other resources for them to grapple with the issue effectively.
Young people will create their own media to articulate their realities/ stories/ concerns:
identify meaningful ways of addressing concerns, ownership.
Not a good idea to rank media: very context specific and effectiveness of a medium is
largely determined by how it is used.

Where do we want to be?
Key Principles of Communications Programming


Good to Remember: Social change and transformation deals with deep rooted, often
times discriminatory norms that are likely to generate some conflict as status quo is
challenged.

How do we get there?
Key Principles of Communications Programming











Plan well andhave clearly defined objectives and plan of action and haverealistic
timelines.
Invest in partnerships: important for relevant stakeholders to converge and build on
collective strengths.
Engage communitiesand intermediaries to reach primary target audience effectively.
Create an on-going experience : do not consider communication asa one-off activity
instead create aseries of needs-responsive, well thought out, linked and incremental
interventions that create an enabling environment to motivate/ inspire young people to
imagine a different reality and take action.
Complete the circle: be responsible to ensure end to end linkagewell establishedfor e.g.if
the communications campaign is on safe delivery, linkages to quality servicesis critical.
Converge relevant media options.
Facilitate mechanisms to protect young people and their interests as they engage, speak
out: engage communities, nurture critical mass. Seek timely help from Government
Sources.
Develop evidence-based programs.

Are we getting there?
Once the campaign is ready and rolling, monitoring and evaluation is critical to incorporate
mid-course corrections, if required, and document/upscale interventions that work well.
It is important to note that people/groups who form a link in the human chain reaching out to
the adolescents may need to be influenced before one can reach out to the primary TA. So, very
often, such intermediaries are the first-stage primary target audience, and slowly graduate to
become secondary or tertiary audience.
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Key Principles of Communications Programming







Mid-course corrections are important.
Follow up plan is essential.
Need to be realistic about expectations.
Meaningful ways and tools to measure incremental change through process indictors.
o Easy fixes: Quality of intervention (capacity building, determine media access
patterns, to some extent quality of media package)
Not too easy fixes: Measure change in attitudes, measure behaviour change at the end of
a two-year project to impact child marriage

Communication Media Mix
Rarely can a single communication channel suffice for a campaign. For effective dissemination,
smart strategies involve a mix of various communication vehicles: mass media, community
mobilisation, and IPC. Within each stream, there are several options to mix and match. For
instance, for community mobilisation amongst adolescents, peer influencers, teachers,
celebrities, and more can be used. The important thing is to ensure that each media solution
dovetails directly or indirectly into the others, to ensure the lowest possible cost per contact
required for the desired level of impact. This reiterates the importance of professional mass
media planning.
India has over 515 television channels, more than 250 FM radio networks, and over 2,700 paid
daily newspapers; spanning 35 states and union territories, and 123 languages and dialects. Add
to it a range of programmes, issues, and timings, and it is an extremely complex maze to
navigate. Without professional media planning, even mega spenders like Pepsi and Airtel would
have faded in the media maze. Professional media planning is a highly specialized field,
involving expensive data, top-notch experts and copyrighted methodologies and tools. The next
section provides a quick-view of what such a plan should cover. A professional media plan costs
1.5% to 5.5% of the total media spend (the more the ad spend, the less the cost percentage),
unless it is provided by the agency through which the media spend is routed. The question to
answer here is whether, for every budget slab of Rs. 3 crores, DAVP provides a media plan worth
at least 4%, i.e. Rs. 12,00,000?
Some of the popular options for media are listed below along with a brief analysis of their
strengths and weaknesses and tips for selection.
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Popular media
options
1 Television
Theme-based
programmes

Strengths and
weaknesses

Simple tips

Strengths:
 Accurate messaging
possible
 Concept can be customised

 Infotainment works across all age
groups
 Develop and test 2-3 episodes before
commissioning the entire series

Weaknesses:
 Viewership not readymade
 High production cost
 High media time cost
Sponsored
programmes

Strengths:
 Have a clause in the contract that
 Sharing of cost possible
permits bailing out if contents,
popularity, co-sponsor profile prove
 Possible to pick and choose
to be counter-productive
 Marketing handled by

A good programme on a not-so-good
others
channel is not advisable
 Possible to pull out mid Find out about the channel and/or
way
programme producer’s track record
Weaknesses:
in promoting their programmes
 Limited control on
successfully
contents
 Co-sponsors not predecided, and some cosponsors may have a risky
image/mandate
 The quality of the pilot
episodes may not be
sustained

Un-paid
coverage

Strengths:
 Does not eat into budgets
 Usually more believable

 Plan well in advance so that the right
contacts can be leveraged
 Find a way to make it win-win

Weaknesses:
 Little control on contents
 Needs strong media
contacts
 Not assured till last
moment
 Not sustainable
TV spots

5
6

Strengths:
 Popular slots can be
booked
 Viewership profile known
 Ideal for launch/reminder

Television Audience Measurement (TAM)
TV Ratings Points (TRP)
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 Select programmes on the basis of the
latest TAM5 and TRP6 data available
with media planners
 Select slots on the basis of the
viewership profile, and not the theme
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Weaknesses:
 Only a few seconds
available
 Channel surfing is a reality
2 Other audio-visual media
Video vans
Strengths:
 Reaches media shadow
areas
 Captive audience possible
 AV van can be hired
Weaknesses:
 Not effective in daylight
 Cost-per-contact high
 Need road connectivity
 Monitoring is difficult
Film show
publicity

Strengths:
 Plan as per hall/film
profile
 No channel surfing!
Weaknesses:
 Box office may let you
down
 35mm films expensive

Video walls

Strengths:
 Ideal for exhibitions,
concerts, youth festivals
 Films can be shown on
larger-than-life screens
Weaknesses:
 Limited vendors available
 Needs viewing from
distance

CC TV (At public
places)

Strengths:
 Works well in waiting
areas
 Usually a low-cost option
Weaknesses:
 Low use in rural areas
 Often audio is muted

3 Radio
Theme-based
programmes
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Strengths:
 Accurate messaging
possible
 Concept can be customized

of the programme
 Ask the agency/department being
paid for media placement to provide a
proper media plan as a part of the
budget
 The van route cycles should allow
inclusion of non-AV activities during
the day. Eg. simple survey
questionnaires, setting up haat stalls,
meeting village stakeholders, etc.
 Select time and venue at each
destination on the van cycle in
advance, so that pre-publicity can be
undertaken, and a large congregation
of the relevant target group can be
expected
 Monitoring screening of ads in farflung halls is difficult. May make
sense to opt for urban multiplexes if
and when the multiplex audience
needs to be reached
 Multiplexes don’t use 35mm films –
digital formats are cheaper

 Insist of edge-to-edge digital
monitors to build the wall –
otherwise monitor frames will impact
the ‘one-picture’ feel
 For large video walls, ensure sites
that enable the audience to view the
entire wall from a distance of at least
20 feet

 Unless TVs are installed in public
areas where people are known to
sit/stand for a sufficiently long time,
CCTVs don’t work for showing films
and documentaries

 Programmes with a response device
(call-in, SMS, etc.) help gauge the
listenership
 Unless it is a live programme,
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Local recording possible
Local dialects possible
Experts can be called live
5-10% of talk time possible

recording episodes in batches is a
safer option. This gives scope to make
mid-course corrections or
discontinue, if required

Weaknesses:
 Listenership not
readymade
 FM channels more songled
Sponsored
programmes

Strengths:
 FM very popular with
youth
 Many channels available
 Mobile phones also used

 Orientation of the radio jockey or an
expert at the studio to answer
questions works well

Weaknesses:
 Channel loyalty low
 Most listeners prefer music
Un-paid
coverage

Strengths:
 Local channels easier to
tap
Weaknesses:
 Scope mostly limited to
News
 A line or two achieves
little

Radio spots

Strengths:
 Fun spots work very well
 Channels design and
record
 Low production cost
 Local dialects easy to
achieve

 Providing regular news feeds and an
occasional scoop to select media
persons goes a long way in getting
free local coverage

 With most FM channels providing inhouse ideation and recording
facilities, new radio spots can be
produced every few weeks – thus,
keeping the novelty value high

Weaknesses:
 Scope mostly limited to
News
 A line or two achieves little
4 Other audio media
Community
Strengths:
radio
 Deep engagement with
locals
 Low-cost dissemination
 Mobile phones used to
listen
Weaknesses:
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 Start with narrow-casting to build
popularity and local engagement
while waiting radio station to be
launched
 Training local volunteers to set up
and operate listeners’ clubs helps
generate community ownership and
interest
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 Licenses take long to
obtain
 Commercial ads not
allowed
 Coverage radius 10 km
max
Mobile miking

CD/cassettes for
maxi-cabs

5 Outdoor
Hoardings

Strengths:
 Extremely low-cost
 Goes deep inside villages
 Helps use local talent
Weaknesses:
 Licenses take long to
obtain
 Commercial ads not
allowed
 Coverage radius 10 km
max
Strengths:
 Maxi-cabs/buses have CD
players
 Passengers are captive
audience
Weakness:
CD tracks are often lost in
the din
Strengths:
 Strong reminder at point
of action
 Ideal for promoting local
events
Weaknesses:
 Difficult to replicate
photographs
 Often sites are
unauthorised

Wall paintings
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Strengths:
 Low-cost option
 Own walls make free sites

 A pre-recorded disk helps obviate the
possibility of wrong messaging by the
announcer.
 If live announcements is required,
pre-recorded disks help train local
field promoters to say the right
things, the right way.

 Information provided in the form of
songs in the local flavor work well
and gives the cab/bus operator to
play the disks.

 Sites should not be obstructed by
trees or poles.
 Photographs of freshly painted sites,
with some surrounding reference
included, should be provided as proof
by vendor, before the funds are
released.
 The shorter the headline, the larger
will be the alphabets
 It’s best to get the design developed
in three ratios – 1:1, 1:1½, & 1:2.
Depending on the size of the wall, the
painter can use the ratio closest to the
size.
 Wall painters usually paint the back
ground colour and move to the next
wall until the first one dries. So, it
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Weaknesses:
 Others often grab your
paid site
 Rough surfaces look
patchy
 Posters often cover up the
walls











Wall writings

Strengths:
 Extremely cost-effective
 Professional painter not
required
 Can be completed quickly
Weaknesses:
 Illiterate cannot read the
message
 Looks drab without
pictures
 Usually single-colour jobs

Banners
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Strengths:
 Works well as a directional
tool
 Gives a festive feel to
events/days
 Ideal for short-burst
publicity
 Even 1-2 can be ordered at
a time
 Ideal to display across a
street
 As wall display, keeps walls
clean
Weakness:
 Cloth banners don’t last





helps save time and money if 2-3
walls are selected in every area.
Negotiate a minimum-period
guarantee during which posters and
other wall paintings will not cover
your message.
Photographs of freshly painted sites,
with some surrounding reference
included, should be provided as proof
by vendor, before the funds are
released.
Flat colours and simplified visuals are
easier to replicate.
Important messages, logos should not
be at the top, as this often gets hidden
behind grass and heaps of litter.
Blue and green fade faster in the sun.
Yellow and brown work the best.
It’s best to get the design developed
in three ratios – 1:1, 1:1½, & 1:2.
Depending on the size of the wall, the
painter can use the ratio closest to the
size.
Don’t try to say it all. The message
should be short and simple,
preferably a creatively worded line.
“Rishtey hi rishtey” (Marriage
proposals galore) is a famous line
used by a marriage bureau in some
northern states!!
A response trigger, like a telephone
number, or service/product delivery
point, should be provided to complete
the message.

 Cloth banners with hand painted
messages are cheap and ideal for lowcost, short usage needs
 During windy seasons, it helps to
have a few holes in large banners to
let the breeze blow through without
tearing the banner
 Flex banners can be printed when
visuals or complex designs are
needed. These last longer than cloth
banners
 Flex sheets make a great rain cover.
So, if flex banners are displayed at a
place where these are likely to be
stolen, fix it at a height. A few wind-
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very long
 Flex banners often get
stolen

Bus panels

Sign boards

6 Print media
Newspapers
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Strengths:
 Dissemination over a
larger area
 Does not get vandalized
Weakness:
 Works only along bus
routes
Strengths:
 Flags service delivery fixed
points
 Looked after by site incharge
Weakness:
 Site name occupies most
space
 Usually, site details are not
same

Strengths:
 Helps reach educated
audience
 Helps reach policy
influencers
 Ideal for quick damage
control
 Local editions reduce
media cost
Weakness:
 Majority doesn’t read
newspapers
 Ads can be seen as
propaganda

pass holes make it more theft-proof!
 The ropes used to tie the banners at
each corner should be attached to
places on trees/poles which make the
ropes slant out so that the banners
don’t flip in the breeze
 After the use is over, it is good
practice to get the banners and ropes
removed to keep your locality clean
 Side panels are more visible to people
around than back panels
 Sometimes painting the entire bus is
great publicity!

 A universal colour scheme (E.g.
Yellow ISD/STD boxes) works well to
brand a chain of service delivery
points. For unlettered population,
special colours work even though
they can’t read
 The programme logo is another good
way for universal branding
 Try not to include additional text
messages – a short theme line or logo
should suffice. Remember, more
cluttered the signboard, the less it
would be read
 Small sizes usually get tucked within
a clutter of other small ads, and
impact visibility. When the size is
small, negotiating a special placement
helps. Sometimes, such placements
(E.g. top right of column) are offered
at a extra cost.
 Creative sizes (E.g. single column, full
page height) provide higher visibility
– but such sizes need short headlines
and text
 Newspapers, pages on newspapers,
and days of the week should be
scientifically selected as a part of a
professional media plan. Data from
National Readership Survey, Indian
Readership Survey, Audit Bureau of
Circulation are used by media
planners for this
 If ads are released for the same
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Magazines

Strengths:
 Clear readership profiles
available
 Longer ‘shelf life’ of
message
 Less chances of going
unnoticed
Weakness:
 Majority doesn’t read
magazines
 Cannot restrict to local
coverage






7 Events
Exhibitions

Road shows
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Strengths:
 Models/displays have high
impact
 Provides scope for
interaction
 Popular melas assure
footfalls
 On-the-spot demo possible
Weakness:
 Casual visitors lose interest
fast
 Simple stalls often go
unnoticed
 1-time use displays
increase cost

Strengths:
 Helps cover multiple
locations
 Helps go closer to the
audience
Weakness:
 Casual visitors lose interest
faster
 Simple stalls often go
unnoticed

product/service, retaining a
campaign leads to higher recall than
designing a different ad each time
Remember, white (unused) space
often works better than lots of text to
attract attention
Magazines have focused readership –
especially special interest and
women’s magazines. So, when such
audience needs to be reached,
magazines are very effective. Such
data is provided by the magazines,
and is also available with professional
media planners
If ads are released for the same
product/service, retaining a
campaign leads to higher recall than
designing a different ad each time
A right page placement works better

 It always helps to have one large
unusual display to attract attention
 Think of ways to manage
overcrowding and movement
 Providing a place to lock loose items
at night helps
 Plan for a viewing distance of at least
3 feet from panels. Text panels should
be at least 3 feet above the ground
 Small gift items work better than
leaflets. If you have to distribute
leaflets, figure out a strong reason for
the casual visitor not throwing it
away
 If there is too much ambient light,
ordinary TV screens are not clear
 Carpet or coir mats on the floor
should be fixed properly to ensure
people don’t trip
 Select the venues carefully. A
crowded place need not guarantee a
large audience
 Modular designs designed for easy
transportation makes things easier
 A creative theme for the show attracts
more people
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Puppet shows

Strengths:
 Attracts all age groups
 Helps use local
flavor/dialects
 No audience queries to
answer
Weakness:
 Often an over-used
medium
 Puppeteers may give wrong
info
 Puppeteers not always
available

 The script for puppeteers need to be
pre-decided and carefully worded to
ensure key points don’t get lost in the
humour
 A few uncontroversial questions
addressed at the crowd (by the
puppets) always enhances audience
engagement
 Pre-recorded tracks can also be used
to ensure accurate and professional
narrative

Strengths:
 Good way for youth
engagement
 Dialogues can be audiencebased
 Low-cost if local groups
used
Weakness:
 Trainers not always
available
 Young performers may not
travel
 Questioning norms can be
tricky
Online platforms

 The script for puppeteers need to be
pre-decided and carefully worded to
ensure key points don’t get lost in the
humour
 A few straight-forward questions
addressed to people in the crowd (by
the puppets) enhances audience
engagement

Street theatre

8

Social network
sites

Strengths:
 Popular with young people
 12.1 crore internet users7
 Over 4.5 crore Facebook
users8
 2.7 crore smartphone
users9
 4.5 crore rural internet
users10
Weakness:
 Most popular sites in
English
 Slow internet speed in
rural areas

Source: Economic Times, November 2012
Source: www.timesofindia.com, November 2012
9 Source: Live Mint, November 2012
10 Source: Times of India, November 2012
7

8
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 Micro-sites can be specially designed
and/or existing apps can be used for
sites like Facebook, to customize web
interaction around specific subjects
and target audience
 Apart from Facebook and twitter, one
can consider myspace, Google +1,
LinkedIn, Youtube, and Pinterst
 Groups and blogs on such sites
should be initiated only when there is
long-term commitment and resources
to support it. Stopping it midway
often leads to negative publicity
especially in cases where members
may have invested sufficient time on
the blog/group
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e-mail/e-leaflets

Strengths:
 Zero cost communication
 Goes straight to the
addressee
 Delivery reports possible
Weakness:
 Can be mistaken as
spam/junk
 e-leaflets need design/IT
skills
 Reach limited to known
addresses

Websites

Strengths:
 Smart websites add to your
image
 Far cheaper than
advertising
 Simplifies info
dissemination
 2-way information flow
possible
Weaknesses:
 Needs regular updating
 Recurring maintenance
time/cost
 Online data can be hacked
 Reach limited to internet
users
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 While sending mails to a large group,
BCC every address, with your own
address in the To field. This way, the
replies will not create an e-mailing
bombardment
 It is a good practice to change the
Subject while using an old mail to
reply/write. Searching for mails in
the Inbox becomes easier
 It is also a good practice to delete the
unnecessary tail of a trail mail when
using an old mail sequence to
reply/write to someone
 E-leaflets (e-mailers) can be designed
complete with logos, visuals fancy
text and links, so that the receiver
sees the leaflet without having to
open an attachment
 The domain name should ideally be
one that is easy to remember
 Make sure that the Home page clearly
holds the key to some information of
value
 Countless links and cluttered text
dissuades people from reading on or
locating the link/info. Keep it simple,
with lot of empty space. Don’t use too
many fonts. Design the pages in such
a way that almost 90% of the
information should be maximum two
clicks away from the home page
 Use relevant visuals – and never
bigger tan 10-12 KB in size
 QR Codes are the latest way to invite
people to a site by using smartphones
 Ensure that the data on the server
(especially for websites where data
gets added every day) is backed up
regularly. Security protocols like
Captcha Codes (the alphanumeric
codes you need to type to submit a
page) and Firewall (software or
hardware based security wall that
safeguards from hacking) are a must
 Private server spaces are available
from reputed companies with all
security and back-up facilities
included. All you need to do is buy
space for a period you prefer and
upload your website on it
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 It helps to get websites designed
where the content can be
edited/deleted/added by even a nonIT person managing the website. This
requires a technology like Content
Builder (or equivalent) and a web
administrator password
 Finally, never go for your own
website unless you are confident that
there will be someone to constantly
update and manage it. A stagnating
website is bad for the image
9 Printed materials
Flip books/flash Strengths:
cards
 No need to memorise all
the info
 Aids structured info
dissemination
 Adds visual impact to
talking
 Legitimizes door-to-door
visits
Weaknesses:
 Inconvenient to carry
when bulky
 Impact depends upon
talking style
 Overused communication
tool
 Not all field workers can
read well
Comics/story
books
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Strengths:
 Makes learning/knowing
fun
 Motivates people to know
more
 Visual imagery enhances
clarity
 Once read, the pictures say
it all
Weaknesses:
 Writing/illustrating is
laborious
 Mass distribution usually
costly
 1st round needs someone
to read

 Make the visuals and text story like
and fun (not necessarily funny)
 Add questions, quizzes, interactive
sessions in the dissemination flow
 Combine flip books so that field
workers don’t have to carry a load of
materials
 Laminated pages don’t stick to each
other in hot seasons
 Often, simple interactive games are a
pleasant change from flip books and
flash cards. So think out of the box,
before opting for yet another flip
book!

 Contrary to popular belief, comics
work well with all age groups –
especially in rural areas
 If there are some people in the group
who can read out the comic to others,
the pictures are enough to tell the
story after that
 While localization of attire and
settings is preferable, it is not a must
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Text book
messaging

Note book
covers/labels

Leaflets

Strengths:
 Taken more seriously by
students
 Endorsed by teachers
 Memorised as course
content
 No additional
dissemination cost
Weaknesses:
 Difficult to get included in
course
 Makes chapters longer
Strengths:
 Strong reminder medium
 Popular with students
 Info reaches parents as
well
 Ideal for school-based
programme
Weaknesses:
Of little use if given late in
the year

 Messages woven into stories or used
to explain a topic helps internalize
information better
 ‘Age appropriate content’ should be a
guiding principle, and not a reason to
stall
 While advocating for including
information on reproductive health, it
helps to study how effective it has
been in states which have included
such essential aspects in their
curriculum

Strengths:
 Ideal for info-heavy
messages
 Low-cost localized
dissemination
 Popular with students
 Info reaches parents as
well
 Ideal for school-based
programme
Weaknesses:
 High wastage factor
 Essentially for the literate

 Leaflets distributed to everyone going
by are extremely wasteful. It is better
to think of special places and
gatherings where a higher %age of the
target audience is likely to be present
 A large word or interesting picture
needs to quickly catch one’s attention
so that the leaflet is not thrown away.
Including all info does not guarantee
readership

 Self-gummed stickers are the best –
as glue may not be available
 A note to orient teachers with
relevant information will help
address questions students may have
about the message on the
covers/labels

Example of an Effective Communication Intervention
Presented below is a case study which serves as an example of the use of the communication
planning cycle to design and develop a target-group specific communication intervention. The
target group is urban young people and the communication intervention is a campaign against
gender based violence.
Must Bol (www.mustbol.in) is an online youth led
campaign against gender based violence (or GBV)
facilitated by Commutiny – the Youth Collective (CYC).
Must Bol is a combination of the English word MUST
and the Hindi word BOL meaning ‘speak out’ and the
campaign is a call to young people to examine violence
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in their lives and speak out against it. This is violence that all of us witness, experience and
participate in and many times emerges from our gender identities.

Who are
we
talking
to?
Are we
getting
there?

How do
we get
there?

Where
are we in
their
minds?

Where do
we want
to be?

Figure 11 - Communication Planning Cycle

Who are we talking to?
Gender is everywhere because when people interact
socially, the way we view ourselves, our identities, our
freedoms, our rights and possibilities all come into direct
contact with how others see us and how they act in relation
to us.
Must Bol was conceived as a campaign that would leverage
the power of social media for highlighting the issue of
gender and mobilize support to spread knowledge and
understanding on gender and facilitate action around it
amongst young people in urban areas who are active social
media users.

“I was 4-5 years, there was a guy
who passed by me strongly
hitting/ assaulting me. My
mother said you must not share
such things with others… because
you are a girl.”
“My grandfather has always
been apologetic of my skin
colour; dark skinned girls are
low down in the eligibility
bazaar!”
“Do not cry, do not panic, go out
and play. Be tough, because you
are a boy...”
“You can do everything you want
to, but in the end you have to be
responsible and take care of your
family. After all, you are a guy!”
“But aren’t gay people
abnormal?”

Must Bol invited young people to use the internet space to create and contribute videos around
their ‘gender’ experiences and questions, 'fearlessly' type in and share their thoughts and click to
"like" positive action, "share" meaningful experiences and "add" more meaning to their ‘social
media’ experience! With the participation of its audience, the campaign highlights gender-based
violence as a real and everyday concern against which the youth of today ‘Must Bol!’, and builds
on the notion that Social Media can be effectively used for non-frivolous activities led by young
people themselves.
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Where are we in their minds?
Young people’s testimonies abound with such sharing and demonstrate the various sociocultural
influences in formulating their gender and sexual identities.
There was a great need for intervention and support, for placing gender in perspective and
creating avenues for dialogue and discussion, for equipping young people with knowledge and
legitimacy to question and respond and make choices in personal life and public spaces. Only
from therein can emerge a practice of equity, respect and acceptance that can challenge the
current situation of gross violence.
In recent times, social media is emerging as a 'hang out' space for diverse young people. The
Internet’s power to connect large numbers of people across regions is being utilized for new
forms of collective action, mobilization and engagement around social issues. A few successful
experiments such as the Pink Chaddi Campaign, The Blank Noise Project and Mr. Anna
Hazare’s campaign have even demonstrated the efficacy of social media platforms as spaces for
mobilization and activism for change.
Before any sizable action started happening on the ground for Must Bol, the campaign focused
on identifying the specific themes (within GBV) of the campaign, with participation of a core
group of young volunteers.The following themes, emerged as a result of this process. These
themes directly affect our primary target audience, the urban youth in India:




Violence in intimate relationships11
Violence emerging from dominant gender norms12
Violence stemming from the popular ideas of body image13

Where do we want to be?
The Must Bol campaign wanted young people of urban India to recognize gender based
violence, to talk about it, and to address it. The objectives were:




For young people to have dialogue around the violence they face.
For young people to lead campaigns through/involving social media platforms to address
issues of gender based violence.
To energizing social media spaces for young people to actively participate in
campaigning and address issues of gender based violence.

How do we get there?
In order to achieve the goals set, the following secondary goals were defined.
a. To draw wide and diverse audience with focus on youth, especially young men. The idea
was to reach out to a critical mass of fans and then relying on the inherent virality of the
web.The idea was that with great width, depth follows!

As highlighted in this video: http://mustbol.in/video-blog/textual-violence
As highlighted in this video: http://mustbol.in/video-blog/dream-girl
13 As highlighted in this video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j3rItSVR6jc
11

12
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b. To understand youth’s perception of GBV and other related issues of gender/sexuality
that the campaign is working on and hence converse with them on their own terms. And
accordingly to constantly monitor young people, their posts and interact accordingly.
c. To develop ownership of the campaign within the primary (Campaign Core Group) and
the secondary volunteers (Facebook Fans) to make it a self-sustainable community. We
also had a team of interns to offer focused support to the execution of the campaign
alongside the Campaign Core Group’s Social Media specialists.
d. To focus on Facebook while trying to divert its audience to www.mustbol.in. We also
maintained small presence on other online spaces (shared later) to further channel
audiences to the two key spaces.The campaign also focused on greater interaction
between our Facebook page and the website.
e. To maintain a human face/touch of the campaign with a free flowing youth voice to be
able to better connect with our target audience. We understood that constant contact and
connect are crucial to gain trust from our constituents. And we also worked towards
developing a community feeling where people would like to invite friends too!
f. To partner with diverse entities to reach out to diverse young audiences and to gain from
synergies and to interact with organizations/campaigns in the online realm. It was
important to gain from the strengths from the partners and connect the
campaign/members with diverse issues & initiatives within the greater GBV realm.
The broad strategy was to create and energize social media spaces for young people to
actively participate in campaigning and addressing issues of gender based violence and then
implement a youth led social media campaign against gender based violence in partnership with
universities and youth organizations as well as organizations working on gender issues. To
further bring in more young people to the campaign, and to create a buzz around the campaign,
constituents across Delhi were reached through:




multiple public events
workshops
calls for action across college and school campuses and public venues

Campaign Plan
The campaign was planned as a 12 month long pilot project with three distinct phases:
a) Preparatory Phase: The goal of the initial three-month period was to information
collection, process designing and youth mobilization.
b) Development Phase: In this phase, we focused to develop the campaign, develop the
capacity of the Campaign Core Group to execute it, and build key partnerships with institutions
and organizations.
c) Implementation Phase: The phase for implementing the campaign. The Campaign Core
Group is leading the campaign, highlighting the issues of gender based violence in different
forms within the virtual and physical spaces.
The campaign was designed to roll out in a phased manner, with a core group of organizations
and institutions first coming together and deciding on the communication objectives and
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messages of the campaign. The key strategy was to form a core campaign group of 25-30 youth,
who will lead the critical activities of the campaign.
The perspective building on gender based violence was facilitated and also capacity building on
social media for this group. In parallel, through the following set of aims, co-created with the
core group, the campaign was able to directly reach out over 7000 youth and facilitated them to
engage with issues relating to gender based violence:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Broadcast the key messaging of Must Bol through diverse Social Media platforms
Market the campaign and connect with the online/offline initiatives
Engage people to talk/think about the Thematic Foci of Must Bol
Understand the young people’s perspective on GBV and related issues
Catalyse creative media products to campaign in online/offline spaces
Develop a self-sustaining online community and thought leadership

Choice of Channels
The campaign was anchored on the website www.mustbol.in and a lot of engagement and online
activities happened on the Facebook page14. We used Facebook as it is the most popular social
media tool amongst the urban youth that we were targeting. Also the ‘share’ and ‘like’ buttons
helps make the sharing of various campaign material and messages easier.
We also had small presence on diverse social media platforms such as Twitter, YouTube, Flickr,
and Causes& Tumblr with the purpose of diverting the audiences to the campaign website and
Facebook.
The Must Bol campaign set up the following strategic platforms to reach out the young people in
virtual and physical spaces that they already exist in:




The Must Bol Campaign Website: (www.mustbol.in) The heart of the campaign, the
Must Bol website was conceptualized as an interactive platform with three key features.
The website is a ‘social’ one with Facebook/Twitter/Flickr/causes plugins. It features a
Video Blog15 where young people can contribute videos on the issues part of the
Campaign theme and discuss the issues therein. It also boasts of a shout-box called
Fearless Bol16 to invite anonymous sharing from young people on experiences
thoughts on GBV. Finally, the website also features a resource pages to support
understanding of young visitors on key issues as well as a Team Blog17to collect and
share youth & youth facilitator’s perspective on the gender based violence as well as
document the on-going campaign processes.
The Must Bol Facebook page (http://www.Facebook.com/DelhiYouth)This is the
brains of the campaign. Strategically named LET’S TALK, the campaign Facebook page
is modelled as a participatory dialogue space with fun, friendly, positive and inclusive
moderation mindfully bringing in strategic questions on personal perceptions of GBV.

14www.facebook.com/DelhiYouth
15http://mustbol.in/video-blog
16www.fearlessbol.in
17http://mustbol.in/team-blog
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Presence on Twitter, Flicker and YouTube: The campaign has created presence on
other social media platforms to for great outreach and strategic linking.
Interactive platforms in college campuses/ other city joints: action in the
physical space is the cornerstone of a transformative campaign. The campaign is
engaging with young people on college campuses as part of festivals and special events,
through creative platforms fostering sharing and discussions. We also reach out to young
people at spaces they come together like cafes, marketplaces and communities18.

Activities for Channels
However the following were the primary activities that were used to generate audience
engagement on our web platforms:
a. Short Videos
A key component of the campaign has been the video blog19 where the Core Campaign Group
has so far contributed 25 short films (with another 10 under various stages of completion)
around the themes of the campaign. Majority of the campaign activities pertaining to social
media spaces will be developed around this video-blog, which will capture the experiences and
voices of youth on issues of gender based violence.
b. Daily #ashtags
Daily topical discussion starters on Let’s Talk
#MondayMania

#TriviaTuesday
#BookWednesday
#ThursdayExpert
#FilmiFriday
#SaturdayShoutout
#CampaignerSunday

Haiku Contest
Flash Fiction: asking people to write 50 word stories starting with
the phrase ‘And he saw her’
‘First thing that comes to mind’ Contest
‘Finish the Sentence’ Contest
‘Take the story Forward’ Contest
Asking stuff about Must Bol e.g. How many core group members
does Must Bol have? To encourage people to go through the
website
Discussions on favourite characters/books/authors
An agony aunt sort of Question and then asking people to give
suggestions.
Discussions on favourite films/characters/actors
Highlighting an interesting website/Facebook page
Highlighting a Campaign Core Group member and inviting
Questions for him/her

18http://www.mustbol.in/video-blog/must-bol-amity

blog/reclaiming-night
19 http://mustbol.in/video-blog
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c. Facebook Contests
Through a series of Facebook contests, we were able to…








Enhance deep engagement of the contest participants with the themes of the campaign
Create material that can be used in the offline/online campaign
Trigger new discussions on the thematic foci of the campaign
Bring out new observations and creative inputs on the themes of the campaign
Draw new members to the page (as participants & voters)
Spread word about the page (as participants spread the word)
Draw people to mustbol.in & the Must Bol campaign

And the contests were…
Photography Contest: drew in 500 fans & 150 entries
Photo Caption Contest: drew in 100 fans, 45 entries
Tee-shirt Design Contest: drew in 100 fans, 10 entries
Fan of the Fortnight – gets to be the Moderator for the day!
d. Ask Bubbley Aunty Anything
Creating a funny online Agony Aunt that shares meaningful advice on love, sex and body image
to young people. We created a fictional account on Facebook for ‘Bubbley Malhotra’20 and
invited the Facebook page members to ask her questions on ‘Love, Sex & Body’ every alternate
Thursday. Bubbley Aunty has a fun personality and speak sin a mixture of
Hindi/Punjabi/English and gives the right kind of advice to the young people. We have had over
60,000 views of Bubbley Aunty’s Facebook page and her fortnightly Q&A session. The persona
was also extended to a series of web comic ‘Bubbles of Wisdom’. We have had interesting
feedback from the audience and around a dozen questions every week where the young people
have engaged with very ‘real’ problems that they face.
e. Fearless Bol
A lot of young people are not able to share their experiences of gender based violence with their
peer group, especially on online spaces. We developed www.fearlessbol.in as a safe space where
young people can talk about such issues anonymously. The website had the following themebased questions:




Is there something about your body that you don’t like and why?
Have you ever felt controlled by your girlfriend/boyfriend/partner
How has gender restricted your occupational/educational choices

20www.facebook.com/bubbleyaunty
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f. Online Film Contest
Must Bol launched an Online Film Contest, “Lights, Camera, Bol”, inviting entries on the themes
of “Gender Stereotypes”, “Body Image Issues”, and “Violence Within Relationships”.
The contest was successful with a total of 28 entries being received, and 7 prizes were
distributed, including an Appreciation Award and Special Jury Mention. The films were judged
by a jury led by film maker Rahul Roy. The competition helped the campaign reach out to new
audiences and engage a new group of filmmakers and youth on the themes of the campaign. The
films were also used to start discussions on relevant issues on the Facebook page of the
campaign.
g. Must blog!
A blog to generate new discussions on the thematic issues of Must Bol, to document, celebrate &
share Must Bol processes & events, to encourage writing on GBV themes, and eventually to
develop the website as a vibrant space for discussions on GBV & youth.
One example of a popular blog post (http://mustbol.in/team-blog/who-killed-radhika-tanwar)
would be this entry by Campaign team member Rahul Roy about the Radhika Tanwar that
generated a heated debate in the comments section and brought over 50 diverse viewpoints to
the debate.
We also hosted a “Men Say No” blogathon to mark the 16 days of activism against violence
against women in 2011. The blogathon urged participants and audiences to reflect on why men
must stand against violence against women. 128 Blog posts were received into the blogathon.
While many bloggers wrote on their own blogs and credited it to the campaign- as we reposted it
on our blog page, others used the Must Bol blog platform only. Over the 16 days, we received
diverse blog posts from all over the globe, varying in theme and ideas. Diverse medium of
expression were also used as we received comics, short fiction, poems, posters alongside the
usual opinion pieces. Our bloggers were as diverse, ranging from a Delhi schoolboy to an 80
year old lady in rural England and a Bollywood filmmaker and a novelist.
h. Must Webinar
A webinar is a Web-based Seminar, a presentation, lecture, workshop or seminar that is
transmitted over the Web. It’s a two-way, from the speaker to the audience with massive
audience interaction.
The webinar allows us to engage 12-18 young people in a detailed online chat on themes relating
to Must Bol so as to be able to have in depth conversations with the youth, directly
communicate; learn from young people & share our perspective and engage senior facilitators
within the online campaign.
Collaborations
Must Bol collaborated with 11 youth led organizations across the country to reach out to over
5000 youth on GBV issues. Some examples:
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Lucknow
 EFFORT- a youth led NGO working on safe transport issues for women in
Lucknow as the ‘safe safar campaign’.
 Reached out to over 100 women hostel residents, 15 Auto drivers and 200
college youth.
 Film screening based discussions/ Trainingsto explore:
 Notions of safety: challenges and possibilities.
 Roles men can take for enhancing safety for women.
Lucknow – Talkatora&Dollyganj bastis
 Saathi Sanjha Manch- a youth group working for empowerment of Muslim girls
 Reached out to over 250 community women, schoolgirls and youth
 Poster exhibition and comment book, Theatre performances, Film based
discussions, school mela.
Faizabad
 Awadh People’s Forum- a youth group working on communal harmony.
 Through film based events at various professional colleges and community
settings, reaching almost 300 youth, the group discussed :
o Gender- opportunities, challenges.
o Masculinities, communalism and militarism

Sikar
A youth group working on collectivizing and conscientising youth against caste based
violence.
 Over 100 adolescent and young boys connected through theatre and film
discussions on
 Why aggression is central to masculinity? The links between violence and
masculinity.
Kolkata
 Rupantaran- a Youth led NGO working on youth leadership through creative
expressions.
 Connected with over 150 college students and youth .
 Comics and poster exhibitions and GBV discussions using films
 Exploring Masculinities & Violence in intimate relationships
Sambalpore
 Patang: an organization working on youth development in rural Orissa.
 Community theatre, youth rallies using travelling poster exhibition, and film
based discussions among700 Youth and community women
 Challenging dominant gender norms
 Exploring issues in girls education
 Youth work for challenging masculinities
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Figure 12 - Channels, Activities and Collaborations for Must Bol Example
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Are we getting there?
Learning of engaging with marginalized communities
through on- ground action during the 16 DOA as part of the
Must Bol campaign:



Working with Muslim and mixed communities in
Lucknow and Faizabad:
Working with rural youth, tribal and others in
Sambalpore, Udaipur and Kempty near Mussoorie

In both the settings the youth led groups used a media mix
of short films and posters to stir up discussions and
dialogue on select thematic.
The films offered a quick contextualization of the issue
(most of them carrying a youth pertinent story setting) and
therefrom a discussion with specific questions to guide
exploration of different dimensions of an issue.
Posters created using the language and idiom of young
people, addressing relevant concerns were also used widely
to support these discussions or as stand-alone exhibitions.
While many youth participants were literate, feedback
diaries were placed for sharing of reflections addition
another medium to the space.
All the 3 media relied heavily on well oriented facilitators
trained in creating conducive environments for stirring
dialogue and exchange among young people including
unsegregated groups of boys and girls, facilitating exchange
of experiences, debate where necessary and reflection for
action.

“I never thought that anyone’s
view can be changed within 2
hours…but it happened with me
… I can recognize change after
volunteering and participating
in the workshop”
“Today I was reading a
magazine…I usually read this
type of magazines …but today I
identified the way woman are
shown as commodity in this
magazine…and I felt bad”
‘This is sheer genius. Bubbly
Aunty is my most favorite
person.”
“Through Must Bol, I have found
out opportunities for youth to
unlearn set notions and
challenge set norms!”
“One thing I want to confess…I
did eve-teasing, it’s a fun….but
after attending workshop in the
college I felt guilt…”

Short films became a vehicle for introducing a new and
personal subject, building common ground for discussion
and reflection. Short films also placed a very objective ‘relatable experience in front of the young
people, provocative or reflective at times and offered quick induction into theissue. Youth led
groups also reported longer audience connect with the issue and the discussion emerging from it
due to a more sustained recall given the nature of short films as the medium.
An example to understand the impact and use of the Facebook contests would be the Must Click
Online Photography contest. In last week of March 2011, an online Photography Contest
inviting young people to articulate their understanding and interpretation of ‘Masculinities’ was
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hosted. Over 10 days, 44 photographers submitted 170 photographs21, of which 140 were posted
on to the Campaign’s Facebook page ‘Lets Talk’.

Figure 13 - Sample from 'Lets Talk', a Must Bol initiative

Way Forward for Must Bol
The communication planning cycle, when applied to the Must Bol campaign targeted at urban
young people on the theme of gender based violence, structured the vision, strategies and goals
of the campaign. The campaign continues to go through the communication planning cycle
iterations and continues to evolve and strengthen.
As the circle for the target audience group widens with each iteration, the responses to each of
the five questions in the cycle change and thus feed back into the campaign strategies. While
there has been success in creating a youth-led space for reflection and action against GBV, the
learning from the campaign has brought some concrete ideas and suggestions for the way
forward for this campaign. Some of these emergent ideas are:

21https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.173646636017347.34019.126508867397791

about the contest http://www.mustbol.in/video-blog/must-click-masculinity
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There is a need to connect the social media campaign with a face-to-face campaign. Faceto-face events to directly reach out to- and engage with- young people on issues of gender
and sexuality could establish the campaign objectives strongly and encourage further
engagement within online spaces.
The campaign needs to continuously adapt and learn to respond to the technological as
well as user trends. While the campaign has consciously chosen to restrict itself to an
urban user consuming content through a computer, there is a much larger user base that
has shifted its mode of consumption of social media to the mobile phone. This user base
includes young people in rural and semi-urban areas and those who do not have access
to a personal computer. Suiting the campaign to the needs of these diverse users would
require an evaluation of the idiom, language and content as well as technological
innovation.
There is to facilitate the creation of autonomous action spaces that are initiated and led
by young people with the skills and the perspective to anchor peer spaces for GBV action
and dialogue. Whether in the shape of online or on ground action projects, the campaign
should look at seeding initiatives that have a life independent of and beyond the
campaign. One of the directions emerging is to seed the campaign within the gender cells
in colleges and institutionalize youth action and leadership of GBV within the campus
space. For this, there needs to be a handover process where the campaign moves to a
user-led space.
There is a need for a shift in the fundraising paradigm away from institutional funding to
seek revenue generation and crowd sourcing models through volunteering, calls for
support and action. This will enable the campaign to authentically respond to youth
needs and create and service its own agenda. Thus, moving forward, the campaign needs
to establish itself as a seed space able to generate energy, ability and ownership for young
people to truly and completely lead Must Bol in way that is their own.
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Appendix I - Participant Profiles

SAYANTANI RAY CHAUDHURI
General Manager, Bangla Natak
sayantani@banglanatak.com
www.bangalanatak.com
Banglanatak dot com works for protecting rights of women, children and indigenous people and
fostering pro-poor growth using culture based approaches. Sayantani has twelve years of hands
on experience in managing communication for development projects across India. She has been
involved in several communication design, management and implementation of projects for
improving maternal and child health and prevention of HIV/AIDS across India. She has worked
with Adolescents in West Bengal and Jharkhand to mobilise Youth led movements against child
marriage and child trafficking.
Sayantani has also managed HIV/AIDS prevention communication projects at West Bengal
(CRS,PSI, State Govt. supported), Bihar (State Govt. & UNICEF supported), Andhra Pradesh
(PSI supported), Punjab (HIV Alliance supported). As part of these projects Sayantani has
worked with adolescents in West Bengal, Punjab, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and Andhra
Pradesh. She was also involved in the National Youth Festival on Adolescent Sexual
Reproductive Health supported by UNFPA in 2009.

ANURUPA ROY
Managing Trustee, Katkatha Puppet Arts Trust
http://www.katkatha.org
anuruparoy@gmail.com

Anurupa Roy is a puppeteer and a trainer. She is one of the trustees of the Katkatha puppet arts
trust. What started in 1998 as a small but very enthusiastic group of puppeteers was registered
as the Katkatha Puppet Arts Trust in 2006.
At the heart of Katkatha remains one vision- to promote puppet theatre by exploring its various
forms, pushing its boundaries and by popularizing it among audiences and bringing more
people into this art form.To fulfil this vision Katkatha has had to play many roles. The most
visible role is that of a travelling Puppet Theatre which performs all over the country and world.
Areas of specialization: Social communication in the field of gender, HIV/AIDS and
adolescence, professional puppeteer training, Puppet therapy, alternative teaching methods
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APARNA KHANNA
World Comics
aparnakhanna2969@yahoo.co.in
www.worldcomicsindia.com
Aparna Khanna is an Associate Professor in the Department of Development Communication
and Extension, Lady Irwin College (University of Delhi) since the last 20 years. She specializes
in designing and evaluating edutainment based media for oral and visual communication,
especially, Grassroots Comics, Games and Theatre. Her interest lies in both traditional/
community media and ICT based media and designing these with aim of achieving convergence
and social inclusion. She is also exploring the potential of these media as tools for needs
assessment and program management, and as livelihood opportunities. Areas of specialization:
Design, use and evaluation of media for community mobilization, advocacy and behaviour
change communication. Developing and conducting training and capacity building programs for
grassroots communities.

ARUSHI SINGH
Independent Consultant
arushisingh@hotmail.com

Arushi Singh is an independent consultant on sexual and reproductive health and rights.
Currently, she is engaged in consultancy assignments for several agencies, including ICRW,
ARROW, and the UN in Asia-Pacific. Her key skills are training and facilitation, programme
development, and communications. She is also a volunteer for The Pleasure Project and
provides training on eroticising safer sex.
She has 10 years of experience on working with adolescents and young people on leadership and
development. She worked on communications and public affairs with the Commonwealth Youth
Programme Asia Centre. She then consulted on campaigns and communications for Amnesty
International’s India office for a short while. Thereafter, she worked at the International
Planned Parenthood Federation’s South Asia Regional Office for nearly six years. Here, she was
responsible for establishing the regional youth network and the sexual and reproductive health
and rights programmes in South Asia.
Areas of specialization: Adolescent and young people, Sexual and Reproductive Health and
Rights, Facilitation and capacity building, Communications.
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BIJOY PATRO
Head of Programs and Editor - Special Projects, One World South Asia
bijoy.patro@oneworld.net
www.oneworld.net
A journalist and communication specialist with over 12 years of experience with the
humanitarian and development sector, Bijoy Patro has worked in various capacities across
countries in South Asia.
About One World
OneWorld works in the field of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) for
sustainable development and human rights. The OneWorld network disseminates relevant and
topical information to audiences worldwide on development issues, makes technology work for
the people at the grassroots and conducts research on best practices in governance.

GOPIKA BASHI
Projects Manager, The YP Foundation
gopika@theypfoundation.org
www.theypfoundation.org

At The YP Foundation, Gopika is a member of the Senior Management Team and coordinates
the Uttar Pradesh component of the national campaign- ‘Shareer Apna, Adhikaar Apne ‘ on
raising awareness and increasing youth participation in ensuring and enabling Comprehensive
Sexuality Education . Gopika is taking the lead on ensuring that policy makers and youth groups
dialogue at local, state and national platforms, to ensure that key recommendations from young
people are included and ensured in the implementation of sexuality education in India.
In addition to this, Gopika heads the Monitoring and Evaluation management portfolio of the
organization and is responsible for maintain and overseeing the implementation of TYPF’s
annual calendar. After reading Social Anthropology and Development Studies at an
undergraduate level at SOAS, Gopika graduated with an MA in Science, Society and
Development from the Institute of Development Studies, University of Sussex, with a
Distinction.
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HAMEEDA KHATOON
Saanjha Manch
hameeda86@gmail.com

HILMI QURAISHI
Co-Founder& Director - Social Programs, ZMQ
hilmi@zmq.in
www.zmq.in

Hilmi Quraishi is the Co-Founder of ZMQ - a Technology for Development social enterprise
based in India. He is a pioneer in using mobile phones to reach out to grass-root communities
and is the prime architect of “Freedom HIV/AIDS”, mobile phone games initiative to create
awareness on HIV/ AIDS. ZMQ has created over 120 social games and implemented over 25
targeted mobile phone interventions on healthcare in India and Africa. Under a new initiative
“Mobile for All”, Hilmi is advocating for “Universal Right to Connectivity” as a “Right to Life” to
provide free primary healthcare services to under-privileged and rural communities in India
using mobile phones.
Areas of specialization: Mobile social games, M-Health, Behaviour change communication
methodologies, Community training
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Indrani Bhattacharyya
Assistant Director, CINI
indrani@cinindia.org; ciniyuva@cinindia.org
www.cinindia.org

Dr. Indrani Bhattacharyya is a social scientist working in the development sector for last 15
years. She has done her Ph.D. in social anthropology and led many programmes on child,
adolescent and maternal health and nutrition as well as participatory governance and
community partnership. Currently she is working as Assistant Director for Adolescent Resource
Centre in Child In Need Institute [CINI] and leading programmes on adolescents and young
populations’ health, nutrition, education and protection rights and entitlements including sexual
and reproductive health issues.
Areas of specialization: Programme and financial management. Liaising and maintaining
collaborative relationships with key Government departments and civil society organisations.
Adolescents and youth development programmes.

JAYATI TALAPATRA
Phicus
jayati@phicus.org
www.phicus.org

Since passing out of XLRI in 1999, Jayati has worked in Corporate HR, Talent Management and
Learning Departments of Maruti, Aricent, Accenture and since 2005, in CoCoon, a strategic HR
consulting firm. She has been part of Phicus since its inception. While she has enjoyed designing
people processes for the top technocrats in the country and as a management consultant, helped
organisations use their human resources more effectively to achieve business results, she has felt
most excited about working on areas which lead to sustainable growth. Assignments with the
Micro Finance Industry have allowed her to work with a professional set up while impacting the
bottom of the pyramid. Her present work around Education, Environment and CSR, helps reaffirm her belief in Welfare Economics. She enjoys music from Africa, Cuba, India and some
from UK. She is a Delhi-phile and loves reading Booker prize winning books.
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KAMLA BHASIN
Advisor, Sangat
kamla@sangatsouthasia.org
www.sangatsouthasia.org
Kamla Bhasin worked with the Freedom from Hunger Campaign of the FAO for over twenty
years, and is a well-known gender trainer. She has written extensively on participatory training;
on women; and on sustainable development. About Sangat Sangat was born out of the
realization that the need to create a network of South Asian gender activists and trainers was
both urgent and critical.
The belief that understanding, peace and cooperation are essential for meaningful South Asian
progress prompted the formation of this regional alliance. In a way, it is the continuation of the
FAO-NGO South Asia Programme which worked for 25 years and was coordinated by Kamla
Bhasin during its entire lifetime. Presently Sangat is a project of Jagori, New Delhi.

KAUSHIK GHOSH
Associate Vice President, JWT
kaushik.ghosh@jwt.com
www.jwt.com
Kaushik Ghosh is the Associate Vice President at JWT. He has been the Business Head at IBD- A
Percept Hakuhodo Company, Vice President of Bates 141 and Client Services Director at Euro
RSGC Company. He is a management graduate who did his under graduation in Economics
from the University of Calcutta. Kaushik has been working in the marketing and advertising
industry for 13 long years across different categories. His interest lies in working for the
financial and social sectors.
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MANAK MATIYANI
Facilitator, Must Bol Campaign
www.facebook.com/DelhiYouth
www.mustbol.in

Manak Matiyani leads the Must Bol Campaign against gender based violence at Commutiny The Youth Collective. The campaign works with young people and youth leaders and groups to
enable them to recognise, examine and stand against gender based violence. Must Bol aims to
facilitate youth leadership against gender based violence. It is also a social media initiative to
channelize young people for dialogue and action against GBV on social media.
Manak has worked with diverse social sector organisations as a trainer and facilitator on gender,
community action, communication and sustainable development. He is also a documentary
filmmaker and has made documentary films on themes of gender. He has done his Masters in
Mass Communication from MCRC, Jamia Milia Islamia and his Bachelor’s degree in English
Literature from Delhi University.
Areas of specialization: Gender, Community media, communication, youth development.

MEENU VENKATESWARAN
Co-Founder, Pravah
meenu.venkateswaran@pravah.org
www.pravah.org
From 1996, Meenu has worked as an independent consultant with the development sector
undertaking assignments in areas such as training, strategic and business planning, marketing
and fund-raising. Some of the organisations she has been a consultant with are Ashoka Innovators forth Public, CRY - Child Rights and You, Plan International and Credibility Alliance.
As one of the members of the founding team at Pravah, Meenu has been on the Governing Board
of the organisation since its inception in 1993. Pravah’s vision is to build leadership for social
change amongst youth, and in the last 18 years they have designed and successfully
implemented innovative active citizenship programmes with diverse groups of young people
across the country.
Until 2002, Meenu supported Pravah in the capacity of a volunteer. She joined Pravah in an
executive capacity in 2002, to co-conceptualize and head the Teacher Training program, and
subsequently was the CEO of Pravah from 2005 till 2010. She is currently Director - Streaming,
Fundraising and Finance at Pravah and continues to be on the Governing Board. Through
StreamingPravah builds long-term strategic partnerships with like-minded individuals/
organisations across the country to co-create youth interventions and or start up new youth
organisations. She is also a founder Board member of Commutiny - The Youth Collective.
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NAVEEN JHAJHARIA
Founder, Vriksh
naveenvriksh@gmail.com

Naveen Jhajharia is a youth facilitator, counsellor and language trainer. With a Master’s degree
in Psychology he has worked and facilitated workshops with a number of youth organizations
and groups like Pravah, Patang, Thoughtshop Foundation, NMML, Swayam and Friends of
Freedom in the country and has travelled extensively to remote place interacting with young
people. Naveen comes from Kolkata and is now working with youth in and around Mussoorie.
He has opened Vriksh – Youth Learning & Resource Center in Kempty where spoken English
classes are held with the community youth. Simultaneously they are taken through a Journey
towards Youth Development through various means. He has been a Media Associate of
Commutiny Media Network, New Delhi. Naveen has also led the Must Bol campaign on Gender
based violence and Masculinity with school and college students of Mussoorie. He is a board
member with Swajan Shiksha Samiti an NGO inJaunpur Block of Garhwal and looks after the
school development program and teacher training.

NAZNEEN DHARA MSEY
Account Director, JWT
nazneen.dharamsey@jwt.com
www.jwt.com

Nazneen Dharamsey is an Account Director at JWT - the 4th largest advertising agency in the
world and number 2 in India. Based out of the Mumbai office, Nazneen’s portfolio includes the
JSSK & IFA initiatives of the UNFPA, Birla Sun Life Insurance and Goodknight mosquito
repellents. Areas of specialization: Account Management; Brand – strategy and communication;
Consumer profiling and market segmentation; 360° integration.
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Dr. NEETA SHAH
Project Coordinator, Chetna
chetna456@gmail.com
www.chetnaindia.org
Dr. Neeta Shah is project coordinator at CHETNA. CHETNA is a leading NGO working on issues
related to health and nutrition of marginalised women, young people and children since last 30
years in Gujarat and Rajasthan. She is formally trained Homeopathic Doctor and working in
Social Development sector since last 12 years. She has rich experience in the areas of working on
Adolescents and young people’s Reproductive and Sexual Health. Dr. Neeta has worked in the
area of Research on Adolescent Health and specifically related to youth friendly project. She has
contributed in process of drafting of National Youth Policy 2010 by forwarding voices of diverse
group of young people of Gujarat State.
At present she is coordinating the project activities of Young People in CHETNA.

NITIN DAS
Director, Filmkaar
nitin.das@filmkaar.com

Nitin Das runs an independent social communication set-up based out of New Delhi. He
specializes in creating short fiction films based on social issues. The unique methodology
involves creating films by engaging and training the community to be a part of the filmmaking
process.
Nitin is an alumnus of IIM Lucknow, and worked in the corporate sector for five years. His last
assignment was with India Today as a Brand Manager. He has done a filmmaking course from
New York and has an interesting repertoire of award winning films to his credit. Nitin is an Asia
Society Fellow, being one amongst 21 people chosen from across Asia each year. He has also won
a special award by the British Council for creative entrepreneurship in the social sector.
Areas of specialization: Films, Theatre, Story-telling, Demystification
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PRABHA NAGARAJA
Director, Programs, TARSHI
prabha@tarshi.net
www.tarshi.net
Prabha is Director Programmes at TARSHI (Talking about Reproductive and Sexual Health
Issues), a New Delhi based NGO. Her work includes developing programmes and publications,
networking and programme management. She has a Post Graduate degree in Child
Development from Delhi University and has worked with children with dyslexia and other
disabilities before joining TARSHI at its inception in 1996. Her areas of interest include
sexuality education for young people and the sexual rights of people with disabilities.

PRABIR BOSE
Facilitation| Participatory Theatre | Video
Documentaries, Media Matters
bose.prabir@gmail.com
91- 9422473781

Prabir has been working in the area of social development for over 20 years now. With a focus
on rights-based participatory communication, he has been engaging with groups and
communities across the country – tribal, rural and urban. Besides he consults to quite a few
organisations working on a wide range of development issues. As a facilitator, Prabir brings his
extensive knowledge and experience of using participatory tools and methods in workshops,
processes and research. Prabir’s passion lies in exploring the scope and possibilities of
participatory theatre, working mainly with children, adolescents and young people. His recent
work includes Main Asha on sex selection and Kataar on right to information. He has been
regularly conducting workshops on participatory theatre for the students of TISS (Mumbai) and
IIM (Ahmedabad).
Prabir has 10 documentaries to his credit. At present he is co-directing a documentary on the
state of education in India.
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RADHIKA TAKRU
Digital Media Strategist, Breakthrough
radhika@breakthrough.tv
www.breakthrough.tv
Radhika Takru is a digital media strategist at Breakthrough - an international non-profit that
uses media, pop culture and community mobilization activities to raise awareness and bring
about change on issues of violence against women. She works on the creation of messages and
strategy tailored to the online environment for Breakthrough’s projects, which includes their
award-winning Bell Bajao campaign against domestic violence.
Before joining Breakthrough she worked in business development, project management,
communications, site administration, and quality assurance for an Australian start-up. She also
held research assistantships in psychology and journalism and has degrees in both psychology
and media. In her spare time, Radhika writes about music for a handful of publications, in
addition to managing her own. She also enjoys learning languages, both human and computer.

RITA MISHRA
Director, Patang
ritashiba@gmail.com
www.patangindia.org

Rita has over 15 years of rich experience in the development sector. Born in Odisha, her
migration tithe Capital did not make her forget her roots and with a strong desire to create a
change in her region of birth, she laid the foundations of Patang all alone in 2003. She has
facilitated her team successfully coordinating the Patang team. A post- graduate in Psychology
and trained as a counsellor fromNCERT, New Delhi. Her passion in working with youth has
made her travel and work extensively in all parts of the country.
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SARITA SINGH
Account Director, JWT
sarita.singh@fortuneindia.co.in
www.jwt.com

Sarita Singh works as an Account Director (client servicing) at JWT, Mumbai - currently
working on UNFPA brands (JSSK and IFA). Prior to this she has worked on personal care and
lifestyle brands (Emami and Gitanjali Jewels). Prior to JWT Sarita Singh has worked in a radio
channel and BTL agencies. She has done her Masters in Business Administration from IIPM,
New Delhi.

SHREYA AGARWAL
Program Manager - Quality Assurance, Digital Green
shreya@digitalgreen.org
www.digitalgreen.org

Shreya Agarwal, is a Program Manager at Digital Green, a non-profit that combines technology
with social organization in order to transform the lives of small and marginal farmers. Her
responsibility at Digital Green includes quality assurance and management of some programs in
Ghana and India.
She has worked in the development sector on issues such as education, health and livelihoods.
After completing a MA Development Studies from the Institute of Development Studies (IDS),
University of Sussex, she worked in the United Kingdom as a research consultant with IDS on
participatory learning initiatives and as a volunteer with PLAN UK on its Because I am a Girl
Project. She then joined a public policy think tank, Centre for Civil Society, as a research
associate. Besides research, she was able to get diverse experience in fund-raising,
organizational strategy planning, program management and advocacy. She now hopes to use
this knowledge and experience in contributing to achieving the Digital Green vision of
sustainable rural development.
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SATISH NAGARAJ
Senior Manager - Radio & Convergent Media, One World South Asia
satish.n@oneworld.net
www.oneworld.net
Satish Nagaraj is an ICT and Convergent Media professional with over 6 years of experience in
developing and implementing technology based innovations for multi-sectorial development.
About One World OneWorld works in the field of Information and Communication
Technologies (ICTs) for sustainable development and human rights. The OneWorld network
disseminates relevant and topical information to audiences worldwide on development issues,
makes technology work for the people at the grassroots and conducts research on best practices
in governance.
Areas of specialization
Designing knowledge based participatory communication strategies for advocacy at grassroots.

SONALI KHAN
Vice President, India, Breakthrough
sonali@breakthrough.tv
www.breakthrough.tv
Sonali Khan leads the India and regional operations of Breakthrough, a global human rights
organization. Breakthrough has been working on the issue of women’s human rights since 2000
and focuses on domestic violence, early marriage and sex selective elimination through the use
of media, arts, technology, community mobilization and leadership development.
In her current role as the Vice President, Sonali steers the organization and provides strategic
direction to Breakthrough. She has actively built Breakthrough’s work in India by integrating
community mobilization with leadership development to scale and deepen impact at the
national/ regional level. She has been instrumental in expanding Breakthrough’s regional and
global reach through ground-breaking partnerships with the government, community
organizations, corporations, brands and multiple facets of the entertainment industry. Prior to
her current assignment Sonali was a business journalist with Network 18. Ms Khan has an
M.Phil.in Political Philosophy from Jawaharlal Nehru University, Delhi. She enjoys good food
and engaging conversation.
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SUBHI QURAISHI
CEO, ZMQ
subhi@zmq.in
www.zmq.in

Subhi Quraishi is CEO of ZMQ, a social enterprise based in India He is a “Technology for
Development” expert who specializes in developing mobile technology solutions in low-resource
settings. He has recently launched a mobile based life-line channel to empower rural women
with services related to entrepreneur development, financial literacy, education and healthcare.
Subhi has established an independent center for excellence - Mobile for Development - a social
lab to design scalable and replicable development applications for BOP target group. The lab
develops practical and sustainable solutions to connect people and enable development using
mobile phone and emerging technologies in various domains like healthcare, education &
training, skills development, poverty alleviation, livelihood generation, micro-finance, climate
change and disaster preparedness.
Areas of specialization
Technology for Development, Mobile Technology, Life-line Services, Organized Human
Networks

SULTAN AHMAD
Programme Coordinator, DRISHTI
sultan.drishti@gmail.com

www.drishtimedia.org

Sultan Ahmad is a program coordinator and leading the community media program of Drishti .
DRISHTI working on the issues of gender, justice, human rights and development, with a firm
faith in the ability of video, theatre, radio, print and also in other media and arts to contribute to
struggles for a just, humane and peaceful society. His team has been helping grassroots
organisation to setting up a community media units, trained community reporters to produce
media content, dissemination of the content through narrowcasting, broadcasting and also
enhancing skills of governance to run and manage a community media units .
Areas of Specialisation
Strategic Communication planning, Media productions (Film , Radio, theatre and print
Production), Capacity Building, Communication research ,Monitoring and Coordination .
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SWATI PARMAR
CEDPA
sparmar@cedpaindia.org
www.cedpaindia.org
Swati Parmar currently works as Manger – Youth Programs at CEDPA India’s Delhi office. She
holds a Masters Degree in Social Work Department of Social work, University of Delhi and has
eight years of experience working with young people on issues of sexual and reproductive health,
Lifestyle diseases, Tobacco control, HIV/AIDS, and Nutrition. She has experience of working at
district, state and national levels in close collaboration with Govt. counterparts, local NGOs and
CBOs, CSO networks, Service delivery agencies and a wide range of stakeholders.
She has been involved in handling large scale projects, demonstration initiatives and research
studies on health promotion amongst youth with various national and international
organizations in India. She is passionate about working with the young population and
positively engaging them to address issues of health and education.

TANIA DEVAIAH
Impacts Manager, Video Volunteers
tania@videovolunteers.org
http://www.videovolunteers.org

Tania Devaiah is the Impacts manager at Video Volunteers, Goa. Video Volunteers identifies,
trains and empowers grassroots media producers who create change in and for voiceless
communities in the developing world. With 100 community producers working full-time with
salaries, Video Volunteers is one of the largest social change media networks in the world. More
than 500 videos on topics like child marriage, temple prostitution, insurgent conflict, atrocities
against Dalits and peace between Hindus and Muslims have been produced, and have been seen
by more than 300,000 people in live outdoor screenings in slums and villages.
Every day people are watching new videos online, and countless more have seen our work on
television channels in India. The impact has been providing information to people, developing
local leaders, getting people and government to take action, reducing corruption, enabling the
poor to advocate for themselves and giving an income to people in slums and villages.
Areas of specialization
Community mobilization, Advocacy, networking, Impact strategy planning and implementation.
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VINAY KUMAR
Chief Operating Officer, Digital Green
vinay@digitalgreen.org
www.digitalgreen.org
Vinay Kumar is the Chief Operating Officer at Digital Green and provides leadership to program
strategy, organizational development and operations. He has over 28 years of experience in
public, private and non-profit sectors at various levels. Prior to joining Digital Green, he was
India Operations Director at PATH, an international development organization based in Seattle.
Earlier, he held the position of Regional Operations Head for Asia / Near East at IntraHealth
International Inc., an affiliate of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Mr. Kumar was
Vice President at JPS Associates, a management consulting firm and an officer at the Reserve
Bank of India. He started his professional career at a journalist with United News of India.
Area of specialization
Program Strategy, Organizational Development, Management

VINITA NATHANI
CEDPA
vnathani@cedpaindia.org
www.cedpaindia.org
Ms. Vinita Nathani is the Senior Advisor (Youth) at CEDPA, India. She is responsible for
visioning, planning and managing the Youth portfolio at CEDPA. Ms. Nathani has over 27 years
of experience in the development sector with a major focus on youth development, sexual and
reproductive health and rights, gender issues, sexuality, livelihoods, community participation
and civil society engagement. She has a proven track record of leading a non-profit oriented
development organization (PRERANA) for over 12 years and also has extensive experience in
Program Management, Fund raising and Advocacy.
Areas of specialization
Program Design, Management & Evaluation, Project Planning, Training & Facilitation
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VITHIKA YADAV
Love Matters
Vithika.Yadav@rnw.nl
www.lovematters.info
Vithika is a highly regarded human rights professional; with over nine years of experience of
working on various rights based issues with specialization on human trafficking, modern day
slavery issues and more broadly on women and child rights. Just last month, she was awarded
as one of the Top 99 under 33 young foreign policy leader (Competition 2012) in the world by
Diplomatic Courier and Young Professionals in Foreign Policy in the United States of America.
She was also awarded Atlas Fellowship in the category of young rising non-profit leader from
India, in year 2007-2008, to work in United States with Free the Slaves, the leading
organization in the world working on human trafficking and modern day slavery issues.
Presently, she is operating as the Head of India Programs for Radio Netherlands Worldwide.
Through the project Love Matters, she has been articulating the compelling value of the work on
sexuality and sexual health issues, assessing and understanding community/target audience
needs, tailoring content to be culture specific, helping fight myths, misconceptions and
stereotypes and setting standards of promising practices, exploring strategic multi-stakeholder
partnerships and envisioning sustainable impact of the program.

YATIN THAKUR
Founder, Grameenmobia Social Enterprise
yatin@wiser.org
www.wiser.org
Yatin K Thakur is a social entrepreneur and has been actively engaged in developing rural India
through ICT led initiatives. He is the founder of Grameenmobia a social enterprise engaged in
developing tools and services at the bottom of the pyramid for improving livelihood condition of
rural households. Their entrepreneurial driven approach creates employment as well as
business opportunities for rural youth and also bridges the information gap between urban and
rural areas. Grameenmobia is focussed on creating “WEALTH” which is an acronym for Water,
Energy, Agriculture, Learning, Technology and Health. Besides that he is involved in connecting
and sustaining social communities and organizations as Regional Coordinator-India, Wiser.org.
Areas of specialization
Rural Development, ICT, Social Applications, Online & offline marketing strategy, Social media
strategy, Community development, Outreach support, sustainability and scalability.
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Appendix II - Consultation Workshop Agenda
Objectives



To showcase some of the most effective communication interventions being used across
different target groups.
To suggest effective communication interventions comprising a suitable mix of media for
different target groups amongst young people based on the criteria of customization,
feasibility, replicability and sustainability.

Expected Outcomes


Recommendations for developing target-group specific communication interventions
(ranging from interpersonal to group and mass communication) to engage and reach
young people on issues related to their reproductive health.

Day 1: 29 October, 2012
Timing
9.00 AM – 9.30 AM
9.30 AM – 9.45 AM

9.45 AM – 12:00 AM

UTSAV Hall

Agenda Item
Registration and Tea
Welcome Address
Give a formal welcome and thanks to
participants
Define the context and scope of the
consultation
Articulate the way forward

Responsibility/Speakers
CYC Team
Ms. Frederika Meijer
Representative United Nations
Population Fund (UNFPA)

Communication – Trends, Challenges and Interventions
Key elements of effective communication with
young people
Trends in Media Preferences of Young People
Questioning the Answers: Elements of a good
Communication Design

Speakers (15 minutes each)

Ms. Vasanta Akondy
Independent Consultant

Ms. Kamla Bhasin
Independent Consultant
Ms. AkhilaSivadas
Independent Consultant
Mr. Rajat Ray
Sr. Advocacy &
Communication Officer,
UNFPA
Chair:
Ms. Ena Singh
Assistant Representative,
UNFPA

12:00 – 12:15
12.15 AM – 12.30 PM
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Introductions and Group Work
Getting to Know Each Other
Understanding Group Work and Getting Started

Ms. Ashraf Patel
Commutiny – The Youth
Collective
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Timing
12.30 PM – 2.30 PM

Agenda Item
Illustrative Examples & Analysis of Media – Part 1
Use of street/participatory theatre for
development communication
India Unheard: Creating a grassroots news
service to empower marginalized communities
Exploring and experimenting with participatory
media and communication with a focus on
capacity building

Responsibility/Speakers
Speakers (15 minutes each)
Ms. Sayantani
Raychaudhuri
Bangla Natak
Mr. Prabir Bose
Media Matters
Ms. Tania Devaiah
Video Volunteers
Chair:
Ms. Meenu Venkateswaran
Co-Founder, Pravah

2.30 PM –3.15 PM
3.15 PM – 5.00 PM

Lunch
Illustrative Examples & Analysis of Media – Part 2
Use of Community Radio, Mobile Phones (sms)
and Helplines for community content cocreation, sustaining social initiatives and
community mobilization
Effectiveness and challenges of a helpline on
reproductive and sexual health issues
Combining ICT and social organization to
improve the cost-effectiveness and broaden the
community participation

Speakers (15 minutes each)
Mr. Vinay Kumar
Digital Green
Mr. Satish Nagaraji
One World South Asia
Ms. Prabha Nagaraja
TARSHI
Chair:
Ms. Deepti Mehrotra
Independent Consultant

5.00 PM –5.15 PM
5.15 PM – 6.30 PM

Tea
Illustrative Examples & Analysis of Media – Part 3
Use of Short films for a cause and use of short fiction
as a communication tool
Use of the Internet and Social Media to share first
person stories on sexual health issues and spread
awareness
Use of grassroots comics for spreading social
messages and campaigning

Speakers (15 minutes each)
Mr. Nitin Das
Filmkaar
Ms. Vithika Yadav
Love Matters
Ms. Aparna Khanna
World Comics India
Chair:
Mr. Venkatesh Srinivasan
Assistant Representative,
UNFPA
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Day 2: 30 October, 2012
Timing
9.45 AM – 11.15 AM

Agenda Item
Illustrative Examples & Analysis of Media – Part 4
Challenges in Communication
Use of media, arts, pop culture and technology
to reach mass audiences
Puppet Theatre: Medium for multi-media
collaborations and campaigns for socio-political
change
Use of mobiles to create practical and
sustainable mobile solutions & services to
enable social development by connecting them
with people and mobile games for healthcare
awareness

UTSAV Hall
Responsibility
Speakers (15 minutes each)
Prof. Rajaram Sharma
Joint Director, Central
Institute of Education
Technology (CIET), NCERT
Ms. Sonali Khan
Breakthrough
Ms. Anurupa Roy
Katkatha
Mr. Hilmi Quereshi
ZMQ
Chair:
DiptaBhog
Founder Member, Nirantar

11.15 AM – 11.30 AM
11.30 AM – 1.00 PM

1.00 PM – 1.45 PM
1.45 PM – 4.30 PM

Tea
Group Work
To design target-group specific communication
interventions (ranging from interpersonal to group
and mass communication) to engage and reach
young people on issues related to their
reproductive health.
Lunch
Group work presentations by each group.

Groups (15 minutes each)
Chairs:
Arushi Singh
Independent Consultant
Mr. Rajat Ray
Sr. Advocacy &
Communication Officer,
UNFPA

4.30 PM – 5.00 PM

Way Forward
To identify, design and select effective
communication interventions for young people.

Mr. Anders Thomsen
Deputy Representative, UNFPA
Dr. Jaya
Program Officer, Adolescent
Reproductive and Sexual Health
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Appendix III - Case Studies
Khabar Lahariya: Local Newspaper Produced By Rural Women
Nirantar,http://www.nirantar.net/khabar.htm
Khabar Lahariya, meaning news waves, is a rural weekly newspaper that is changing the media
and information landscape of Bundelkhand and North Bihar. Khabar Lahariya began in 2002 by
a Delhi based NGO, Nirantar, working on
gender and education. Today, it is the only local
language
newspaper
in
Bundeli
and
Bajjikaproduced locally by a team of poor,
deprived and newly-literate rural women. These
women report, write, edit, take photographs
and design the newspaper, and then distribute
it to 30,000 readers in 700 villages every week.
The paper’s popularity lies in the fact that it
reports on local governance issues, rigorously
monitors the implementation of schemes for the
rural poor and tracks the disbursement of
public money for rural development. In areas
that are completely out of the spotlight of media
attention, it has become a local watch dog and a
weapon of the weak. Khabar Lahariya has been
able to bring the rural and semi-literate poor
into the circle of information; and bringing to
light injustices, corruption and excesses that
remain hidden from public scrutiny.
Khabar Lahariya (KL) is now planning to
expand to new districts in order to establish the
brand of KL across Uttar Pradesh, with 10 local language editions, creating a wider reach of
rural news, and rural women reporters across the hinterland. This expansion also aims to make
KL a self-sustaining rural enterprise, with a wider readership of 200,000 readers per week.
Why is Khabar Lahariya Unique?
Khabar Lahariya brings rural women into the sphere of journalism, information and
technology.It provides rural voices a platform to present their issues and a medium through
which they get local, national and international news in their own language.
In regions where the annual government spending is Rs 40,100 crore on schemes like the
National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (NREGA), or Rs 10,000 crore on rural housing,
Khabar Lahariya informs the masses and monitors government spending. In regions where
most media has not managed to penetrate, Khabar Lahariya journalists, make personal contact
to gather news and to distribute their newspaper. For instance, BhagolanMajra in Kurhun Gram
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Panchayat, Banda, is an adivasi village surrounded by thick jungles on all sides. This village is in
the heart of a dacoit ridden region, has no electricity and running water, where most stringers
refrain to go.Khabar Lahariya journalist, Suneeta, 27, has been visiting the village for almost 3
years. She has built a strong women’s readership over the years and keeps a close watch on
government schemes like mid-day meal and health facilities in the primary health centre in the
Gram Panchayat. Suneeta is among the many journalists that have made way into regions which
are inaccessible and insulated, especially for women, from the rest of the state.
In these ‘media dark’ regions, Khabar Lahariya has succeeded in two crucial endeavours –
pulling the rural and semi-literate poor into the circle of information; and bringing to light
injustices, corruption and excesses that remain hidden from public scrutiny. With an editorial
policy that stresses government accountability and liability, and the importance of access to
information – the newspaper has a reputation and impact that has steadily grown from year to
year.
Videoshala -Enriching Traditional Approaches to Education through Community Video
DRISHTI, UDAAN & Quest Alliance, http://www.drishtimedia.org/content/videoshala
DRISHTI
Drishti uses media and the arts to build empowered communities that value self-expression and
uphold human rights. We believe that community media has the power to revolutionize
grassroots struggles and to promote sustainable change. Therefore, we are actively working to
build a media of the people, for the people and by the people in partnership with NGOs around
India.
We stand in solidarity with local communities by bringing their voices together over the
airwaves, featuring their stories and struggles in film, and advocating for their rights.
UDAAN
Udaan is a project of Janvikas, Janvikas was initiated as a Training & Support Organization in
1987, has today grown into an individual and organizational development institute, forming a
strong coalition of value based organizations in the Development field. Janvikas has initiated
several organizations and, through its training and support work, has intensively helped many
organizations set up and become effective. Janvikas, with its philosophy of decentralization has
created a large institutional field, which are independent as well as interlinked.
Objective
Prior studies on education in India showed that though providing teachers and school
infrastructure can mitigate the issue of
access to education, enormous rate of
dropout and abysmally low learning
levels are far more complex, difficult to
understand and change. Content which
is homogenized and not linked to the
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child’s reality, pedagogy, rote learnings and prejudices of teachers come across as some of the
vital issues. Videoshala thus evolved as an attempt to demonstrate an alternate view and trigger
change in some of the factors influencing education. It is a pioneering intervention with the
vision of improving quality of education along with the holistic development of the child through
community media, the three main perspectives combined in Videoshala are:




To improve the quality of education by integrating more student-centered pedagogical
strategies, which are contextualized to the students’ experiences and realities.
To create instructional content that integrates values of democracy, citizenship, equality
and diversity.
To develop mainstream and sustainable strategy for use of community produced video
kits as a classroom tool to improve the quality of teaching and learning.

Process
Videoshala garners community participation to use media for educational purposes, while
simultaneously integrating values and interactive pedagogy in the video-kits. The founding
organizations of Videoshala have partnered with four local NGOs: Hind SwarajMandal (HSM),
Udaan-Meghdhanush, Sahayog charitable trust and Navsarjan to create four education
community video units (ECVUs). Each of the ECVU has a team of six community producers,
three to eight classroom facilitators, one trainer and one coordinator who have all been trained
extensively. Each ECVU researches and produces video-kits (which include – a movie, pre and
post screening activity chart) imbibed with the values of democracy, diversity, equality and
citizenship, on topics related to the hard spots faced by teachers and students in their primary
school’s curriculum.
The ECVU classroom facilitators and the teachers present the video-kits to children in
Government schools and learning centers. This includes presentations of the video, conducting
activities, facilitating discussions on the topic and engaging children to work on activity sheets
to reinforce their learning on the chosen topic, these activity sheets also help the ECVU to
comprehend and gauge each child’s level of understanding, which will help them to plan their
next production.
A central coordination unit (CCU) has been setup to facilitate various training and capacity
building needs of the ECVUs by experts in the field of pedagogy, education, media and content.
The CCU also organizes knowledge sharing and learning workshops and provides monitoring
and evaluation support to the ECVUs. The CCU provides project management: administrative
support and handholding for each ECVU to facilitate smooth functioning of each unit. The CCU
also networks with various stakeholders such as the Government institutions and other
voluntary organizations.
A total of 28 films on hard spots identified have been produced, integrated with the values of
citizenship, democracy and diversity. The movies are screened at regular intervals in various
schools, the activity sheets act as a cursor to gauge the learnings, an exhaustive and stringent
monitoring and Information system (MIS) has been put in place to check each student’s
progress.
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Apart from school interventions the ECVUs have also:


Produced films on right to education act, which have been screened for the School
management committees and community members as well along with regular
sensitization workshops which involves interaction of the SMCs and the community
members with the unit’s representatives.

Target audience
Videoshala was initiated in response to the need for quality education geared towards the
holistic development of children from primary and middle school that is for students from 1st to
8th standard. As the scope of this initiative has increased so has the target audience, apart from
the students the ECVU is and will continue focus on School Management Committees (SMC),
block offices (BO), District level office and community members in sensitizing them on Right to
education and making the concerned authorities responsible for delivering their duties and
focusing on enhancement of quality of education imparted.
Impact












Since its inception Videoshala has demonstrated that appropriate creation and use of
particular type of media can catalyse and enhance understanding of difficult curriculum
concepts among students of various age groups. Experiences shared by the children,
facilitators and teachers also suggest that children have been able to appreciate values of
citizenship, diversity and democracy and have made a beginning towards imbibing these
in their behaviour and though processes.
The intervention has also established that it is possible to set up a capable community
based education video unit within 14 months, employing a team from the community
with varied levels of educational qualifications, media technology skills and experience of
being an educator.
District primary education officers have given permission to the ECVUs to screen films
without any prior permission.
Teachers are being trained to take up the role of classroom facilitators. One unit has
trained up to 500 teachers this has further helped the units to increase their reach.
The School management committees (SMC) have been sensitized on Right to Education
act (RTE) through showcasing of films (produced especially for them) and regular
interactions.
There has been visible behavioural change seen in children in terms of religious and
caste tolerance.
Increased interest from other community members to understand the process of
teaching being adopted by the ECVU in schools.
Increased involvement of community members to act in films produced by these ECVUs.
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Consultation Team
(in alphabetical order)

Lead Consultants
Ashraf Patel

Dhirendra Pratap Singh

Convenor, Commutiny-The Youth Collective

President, Milaan

Vasanta Lakshmi Akondy
Independent Consultant in Education Technology

Dr. Jaya

Nalini Srivastava

Program Officer, Adolescent Reproductive and Sexual Health

Programme Associate

Rajat Ray

Sandhya Saxena

Sr. Advocacy & Communication Officer

Senior Secretary/Program Assistant

Venkatesh Srinivasan
Assistant Representative

Manak Matiyani

Monisha Vemavarapu

Facilitator, Must Bol Campaign

Commutiny Media Network

Niha Kamal
Youth Intervention Team, Pravah
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